
  

The Three-Day Forecast 

Today: Sunny, 
High 47, Low 28 

Saturday: Sunny, 
High 46, Low 30 
Sunday: Sunny, 
High 50, Low 26 
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Arecent memo issued by the Office of the Executive Vice President 
to the undergraduate faculty outlines “a campus-wide distribution 
target” for grades. The letter, a response to the “Intellectual Life 
Report” issued in April by the Main Campus Executive Faculty, is 

intended to combat grade inflation at Georgetown by recommending 
that teachers issue “A’s” to no more than 30 percent of their students, 
as compared to the current 45 percent. 

The letteralso suggests teachers design their courses such thatstudents 
spend approximately six hours per week studing for a three credit course. 

According to Professor Anthony Arend, the chair of the Main 
Campus Executive Faculty, Executive Vice President William 
Cooper sent the memo because he “wants to bring it to everyone's 
attention, and make it clear that there is support for the guidelines 

itis partof anoverall effort toimprove the from the administration... 
intellectual community [at Georgetown].” 

The letter, dated Jan. 9, refers to the need for a realignment of 
Georgetown'’s grading averages with those of peer schools. According 
to Business Professor Elaine Romanelli,amemberofthe committee that 
wrote up the original report, “‘we originally thought we were inline with 
other schools ... but, in fact we weren’t.”” 

Grade inflation puts students at a disadvantage in relation to those at 
otherschoolsbecauseitdiminishes theacademicintegrity of the university. 

is that grades mean the same 
thing across the board” in comparison with those of other schools. 

Both the April report — which appeared as an insert in the April 
14 issue of the Blue & Gray — and the letter state that “A”-range 
grades represent 42 percent of total grades, while “B”-range grades 

represent 45 percent of the total. The recommended targets are 30 

According to Arend, “‘part of ourconcern. ... 

and 54 percent, respectively. 

The grade targets are meant to be recommendations, rather than 
a definitive policy, statement or requirement. Neither document 

provides for an enforcement mechanism, nor are there any plans for 
a further clarification. 

According to the April report, ‘the targets are intended as guidelines 
for the design of courses, not as quotas. Actual grade distributions can 
legitimately vary” depending on class size and orientation. 

It is unlikely that further clarifications or enforcement mecha- 

nisms will be issued by the university. Romanelli said, ‘This letter 
. the faculty would go through the roof if it said that is quite clear .. 

they must adhere [to grade targets].” 

There has been little discussion among faculty members concerning the 
grade targets. According to English Professor John Glavin, the recom- 
mended targets are in line with the feelings of many of the faculty. 

“People ought to see that the faculty is moving to reduce grade 
inflation; he said. 

  
Despile about $28 million in losses in 1997, the Medical Center has enjoyed a 
recent turnaround, ending any threat ofimminentlayoffs and budget cuts. 

By MiGUEL GONZALEZ JR. 
AND ERic HEILMAN 
HovA STAFF WRITERS 

Medical Center on the Financial Rebound, 
Main Campus Budget Scare Unfounded 

times in December and early January. 

According to Porterfield, several proposals 
came from the meetings, among them the 
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Though many were prepared to pronounce the 

Georgetown University Medical Center’s finan- 
cial status incurable, recent months have shown 

signs of recovery. In an effort to continue this 
progress, university officials held a series of meet- 
ings recently that led to a plan for the university’s 
financial future as well as a flurry of unfounded 
rumors of cutbacks and layoffs among main cam- 
pus faculty and staff. 

It is well-known that the Medical Center has 
been losing money. In his Nov. 18 address at the 
Faculty Convocation, University President Leo J. 
O’Donovan, S.J. acknowledged the Medical Cen- 
ter experienced substantial losses in fiscal 1997, 
and, as a result, the university as a whole had an 

operating deficit of about $28 million. 
Although the Medical Center’s financial status 

has been improving in recent months, university 
‘officials have had todeal withthe 1997 deficit. Last 

year’s shortfall was covered by the university 
reserve fund, according to Dan Porterfield (CAS 

’83), associate vice president forcommunications. 
This fund exists specifically to cover project or 

operating deficits, but the university tries to avoid 
depleting the fund. 

However, University Treasurer Nicole 
Mandeville said although reserves are sufficient, it 

is important for Georgetown to have a strong 
reserve because the university does not have a 
large endowment to fund investment projects. So 
Mandeville called for a series of meetings of the 

Executive Committee of the Cabinet at the end of 

last year to discuss measures to replenish the 
reserve fund and address the long term financial 
concerns of the university. 

The committee, which includes O'Donovan, 
the three executive vice presidents from each of the 
campuses, Chief Operating Officer Michael Kelly, 

Vice President of Alumni and University Rela- 

possibility of cutting the 1998 budgets of each 
of the main campuses. Rumors of these pos- 
sible cuts spread quickly through the main 
campus, causing panic in some departments. 

At least five sources throughout the univer- 
sity, who spoke on condition of anonymity for 

fear of retribution, said they had heard about an 
executive order issued eight weeks ago order- 
ing department chairs to cut expenses immedi- 

ately. “We were concerned,” said one source. 
“There [are] so many things we don’t know.” 

These fears, however, proved unfounded. 

“No executive order to cut budgets across the 

university wasissued eight weeks ago oratany 
other time,” Mandeville said. 

According to Porterfield, there was no need 

to reduce 1998 budgets from any of the cam- 

puses because the committee decided to pursue 
four other strategies that would better address 
long-term policy. 

First, instead of cutting from the 1998 bud- 
gets of the Main Campus or Law Center, the 
committee decided to cut $5.7 million from 
Central Administration, the body of offices that 

oversees all three campuses. 

“It’s a significant amount — but we’re con- 
fidentthe Central Administration will be able to 
realize this target,” Mandeville said. “These 
savings ... will have no direct impact on stu- 

dents or student services — except in the sense 
that they benefit all students by strengthening 
Georgetown’s financial position.” 

The second strategy was to send a signal to 
all departments of the university that, although 

it was not a certainty, 1999 budgets might be 
cut. 3 

“We have asked the executive vice presi- 

dents and vice presidents to plan for leaner 
administrative budgets university-wide in [fis- 
cal 1999] and subsequent years to ensure that 

tions Kathy Jones and Mandeville, met several See BUDGET, p. 5 

    
Councils Unite to Form Academic Union 
By HEATHER BURKE 
Hoya STAFF WRITER 
  

In an effort to increase communication 

among the four undergraduate schools and 
discuss campus-wide academic issues, the 
four academic councils and GUSA have 

united to form an academic union. 

According to College Academic Coun- 
cil President Sean Tepe (COL ’98), the 

Academic Union will review main-cam- 

pus academic issues and increase commu- 
nication between student representatives 

and academic policymakers, suchas mem- 
bers of the Faculty Senate. 

In addition, it will help administrators 

select students for various committees and 
share information between the academic 
councils and GUSA. 

The Academic Union will meet monthly 
and will consist of a representative from 

each of the four councils chosen by each 
council’s chair. There will also be a repre- 
sentative from the GUSA Academic Af- 
fairs Committee. No specific members of 
the union have been chosen yet. 

Tepe, one of two students on the Main 
Campus Academic Committee, said in the 
past there has been a lack of student repre- 

sentation on academic issues on campus. 

“The main reason I feel [the Academic 
Union] is necessary is because there are 

campus-wide academic issues that are not 
sufficiently addressed by students because 
theres no central location to address these 
academic issues,” Tepe said. 

Tepe said GUSA has not historically 
dealt with academic issues often. 

“By bringing GUSA and the academic 
councils, who always deal with academic 
issues, together, you can better address 

academicissues that affect students across 
schools,” Tepe said. 

According to GUSA President John 

Cronan (COL ’98), plans for the Aca- 
demic Union began last semester when he 
began discussing the idea with Tepe and 
Rob Feigenson (COL ’00), a member of 

the College Academic Council and the 
GUSA Academic Affairs Committee. 

“We thought that GUSA could serve as 
agood liaison tobring the Academic Coun- 

cils together,” Cronan said. 

Feigenson said at the beginning of the 

year the College Academic Council looked 
atthe Intellectual Life Report produced by 

the administration to analyze the future of 
Georgetown’s academic policy. He said 

some members of the College Academic 
Council felt that students were not well- 

informed orinvolvedinthe policy changes 
generated by this report. 

Tepe said the Academic Union has not 
yetdetermined specific academicissues to 
address. The four heads of the academic 

councils, Cronan and Feigenson met Tues- 
day to talk about their vision for the Aca- 

demic Union. The group plans to have a 

meeting this Monday to talk more about its 
role, discuss specific academic issues and 
select a chair. 

According to Tepe, the Academic Union 
will be a separate body instead of a GUSA 

organization. However, Cronan said the 

union will be a GUSA committee. 
A bylaw amendment creating the union 

is scheduled to be introduced at the GUSA 
Assembly meeting Sunday night. 

Early Applications Decrease, 

Quality of Applicants Increases 
. By GREG REILLY 
HovA STAFF WRITER 
  

Georgetown University’s early ap- 
plicant pool had the strongest ever 

standardized test scores despite a 5- 
percent drop in applications from last 
year, according to Dean of Under- 
graduate Admissions Charles Deacon. 

“[The quality] was the highest ever,” 

Deacon said. “It was significantly 
higher in terms of SAT scores specifi- 
cally. Overall, the quality was sub- 

stantially [better].” 

The verbal SAT scores for the middle 

50 percent of the students who were 
accepted early this year ranged from 
695 to 732 and the math scores ranged 
from 686 to 726. 

Deacon credited the high applicant 
quality to an increasingly competitive 

admissions pool. ! 
“We’ve had six consecutive years 

with increases in overall applications,” 
he said. “As competition moves up, 

the people at the lower end drop out 
and more at the higher end apply. There- 
fore, the overall quality of the appli- 
cants increases as those with lower 
chances are less likely to apply.” 

John McGowan (COL ’99), presi- 

dent of the Georgetown Admissions 
Ambassador Program (GAAP), at- 

tributed the increased quality of ap- 
plicants to Georgetown’s growing 
prestige. 
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This year, 2,867 students applied to Georgetown through the early action 

program, down from 2,996 in 1996. 

“I think that over the past 10 to 12 

years Georgetown’s reputation has con- 
tinued to grow, and it has become 
better known throughout high schools,” 
he said. “We're really starting to de- 
velop a national reputation.” 

The 2,867 early applications received 
this year were almost 5-percent less 

than the 2,996 submitted in 1996, but 
Deacon called this drop “insignificant.” 
He said the early applicant pool has 
been relatively stable over the past few 
years, and this year was no different. 

Deacon added-the drop could be a 

result of efforts by the university to 
See ADMISSIONS; e. 5 

  

Task Force on Enhancing Inclusiveness 

Reports Progress on Race Relations 
By GREG REILLY 
Hoya STAFF WRITER 
  

“Did you know that the Klu Klux 
Klan is on Campus?” asked cryptic 
signs at Georgetown last November. 

The signs invited students to a meeting 
where outraged students were informed 
of a piece of racially explicit hate mail 
with references to the Klu Klux Klan 
which had allegedly been sent to a 

Georgetown student. 

Inthe wake of thatincident the newly 
created Task Force on Enhancing In- 

clusiveness has begun its effort efforts 

to gather information on race relations 
at Georgetown. 

Chaired by Associate Vice President 

for External Relations Conan N. Louis, 

the task force on race relations is trying 

to channel the outrage over the alleged 

letter to productive ends. 

In an open letter to the students of the 

main campus dated Dec. 3, George- 

town University President Leo J. 
O’Donovan S.J., announced the cre- 

ation of the task force. Almost two 

months later, this initiative is making 

substantial progress, according to Louis. 

“We're making some pretty good 

progress,” he said. “Following our next 

meeting [Feb. 18] we will implement a 

plan for eliciting input from students, 
faculty and staff that is under develop- 
ment.” 

Louis said the committee has fo- 

cused on four main objectives so far: 

eliciting input; gathering information 

on diversity programs already under 
way at Georgetown; gathering infor- 

mation on what race relations programs 

have been successful at other universi- 
_tiesand looking into receiving a grant to 
provide money for programs that foster 
race relations. Louis added that he be- 
lieves eliciting input is the most impor- 

  
“uae LatdlySt vecause these a are issues Fr. 
O’Donovan has been giving thought to 

for some while,” Louis said. 
Besides Louis, the members of the 

committee are Dean of Students James 
A. Donahue, Director of the Center for 
Minority Student Affairs Dennis A. 
Williams, Special Assistant to the Presi- 
dent for Affirmative Action Programs 

Rosemary Kilkenny, Director of the 
African Studies Program Gwendolyn 
Mikell, Associate Vice President for 
Communications Dan Porterfield and 
Assistant University Counsel Edward 

M. Quinn. In addition, there are two 

  

student members: Jonevan C. Hornsby 

(GSB ’99) and Kristina M. Harrison 
(COL 98). 

One of the important functions of the 
committee, Louis said, is to help the 
efforts of groups that are already work- 

ing on race relations on campus. To that 
end, the task force is collaborating with 
the Diversity Working Group, chaired 
by Director of Special Programs for the 
Main Campus Ellen Nelson. The Di- 
versity Working Group was formed in 
1996 out of a group of volunteers who 

put on a diversity series that year. 
“We are an educational program 

group interested in impacting the policy 

and culture of the university,” Nelson 

said. “Our goal has been to try to have 
some event every month, if not more 

often, and we’ ve done that this year.” 

The Working Group has organized 
events honoring Martin Luther King Jr. 
and will show a film entitled ““Shatter- 

ing the Silence” with a discussion to 

follow Feb. 9. 
The task force and Working Group 

are also cooperating to organize a three- 

day workshop in May conducted by the 

National Coalition Building Institute, 

an organization dedicated to develop- 
ing programs for reducing prejudice 
and resolving complex issues. 

The workshop will train about 60 
faculty, students and staff to help foster 
dialogue concerning racial issues. Al- 

though the Working Group was plan- 

ning this event prior to the creation of 
the task force, Nelson said she believes 

the help of the task force is important. 
“I think the fact that the president has 

designated this task force to bring this 
issue to the forefront has been an im- 
portant move,” she said. “It’s a real 
statement by Fr. O'Donovan to make 

this commitment. If nothing else, the 
s See TASK FORCE, r. 5 
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Gwyneth Paltrow, Ethan Hawke and Robert 
DeNiro star in “Great Expectations,” a modern version of 

  

  

the classic Charles Dickens novel. Check out the review of 

the movie, which opens today, in the Guide, page 1G. 

*Matt North suggests the recent foul weather 
is the fault of Georgetown students who have 

offended the rain god. See Viewpoint, page 3. 

‘The men’s and women’s track teams head 
to Boston University this weekend to compete in the 

Terrier Classic. See Sports, page 8. 
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Making University Universal 
In his State of the Union address Tuesday night, 

President Bill Clinton (SFS *68) discussed atopic of 

direct concern to students: the availability of higher 

education in America. More specifically, the presi- 

dent expressed his belief that college education 

should be as universal as high school. He could not 

be more right. 

College education is no longer solely the prov- 

ince of the elite. In a world in which a master’s 

degree has, since World War II, become worth 

what a bachelor’s degree once was, the latter has 

become a required qualification for more and 

more jobs. In any case, a degree has always been 

a ticket to higher income and leadership posi- 

tions. 

Thus, it is not a far-fetched, utopian notion, but 

a logical necessity that a college education be put 
within reach ofall people, regardless of students’ or 

their families’ financial situations. Individually, 

people obviously stand to benefit from being able 

to continue their education after high school without 

risking financial ruin. 

Expanding the potential pool of college gradu- 

ates, furthermore, would also benefit society at 

large. Intelligent people, who wauld otherwise 

not be able to afford college and thus would not 

be able to enter the upper echelon of the work 

force, could now compete for jobs with everyone 

else. Plus, as we have seen through other pro- 

grams that have expanded applicant pools, the 

greater the number of qualified applicants, the 

more likely is the chance that the most qualified 

person available will actually get the job. 

Naturally, college shouldnot be universally avail- 

abletoall studentsregardless ofacademicability; we 

donotadvocatethe lowering of standards so anyone 

can attend any university he chooses. We do not 

envision a future in which the kid who got C’s in all 

his classes goes to Harvard because the admissions 

committee, try as it might, cannot stop him from 

getting in. 

However, a student’s potential should not be 

limited by anything but academic ability and desire 

for further advancement; no one should be limited 

by economic difficulties. Money should never be 

the deciding factor when it comes to higher educa- 

tion. 

There are several ways in which the federal 

government has worked toward making universal 

college education areality, and to take the next step, 

the government need only enlarge the scope of these 

programs. Stafford loans and Pell grants are the first 

such programs to come to mind. Additionally, the 

government could institute a program of no-strings- 

attached scholarships, which would be even more 

useful than the aforementioned grants and loans, 

which must be paid back, albeit with generously low 

interest. 

An educated populace is essential to the func- 

tion of a democracy; and higher education has 

become the standard in our country. The presi- 

dent was correct in his speech on Tuesday night: 

Money should not get in the way of anyone’s 

dream. 

Cutting Costs: 

It’s Time to See the Light 
Georgetown has recently launched an initiative 

on administrative excellence charged with generat- 

ing ideas for cutting university operating costs. This 

measure is certainly in order, as opportunities for 

saving money abound on campus. With any luck, 

the administration will take the following sugges- 

tions into account. 

Waste around Georgetown is not hiding in 

some dark corner. A tour of campus Wednesday 

eveningrevealed lights on in second- and third- 

floor classrooms as well as the upper hallways of 

St. Mary’s. These areas have been vacant since 

January 1996! 

Bulbs were also burning brightly in empty 

offices and classrooms on four floors of Reiss, 

two floors of the ICC and two floors of White- 

Gravenor. The Healy building and New North 

were culprits as well. 

Granted, a certain number of these occur- 

rences were probably justified. Classroom activ- 

ity does not cease at sundown here, nor do the 

efforts of enthusiastic and industrious university 

employees. 

However, one must wonder why so many lights 

are left on in six principal buildings on campus. 

Electricity is not free, after all; night after night, 

room after room, costs do add up, and students are 

forced to pay the electric bills for it. 

A mainreason for Georgetown’s unnecessary 

illumination is probably absent-mindedness. 

Every time professors leave a classroom, it may 

not be on their minds to turn off the lights, and 

it stands to reason that cleaning personnel may 

forget as well. 

Therefore, we propose the university invest in 

motion sensors to control indoor lighting in build- 

ings. This way, lights will be guaranteed to be on 

only when human eyes are actually present to use 

them. Though the initial cost may be extensive, this 

measure will surely pay for itselfin years to come. 

[fmotion-sensitive technology is available for use 

in airport restrooms nationwide, there isno reason 

a$30,000-a-year university cannot enjoy the same 

benefits. 

An academic institution such as Georgetown 
boasts a wealth of intellectual talent. Wastes of 

money as blatant as the university’s night-light 

practices should not go unnoticed to the point where 

astudentnewspaper hasto call attention to them. As 

the situation stands, Georgetown needs to have its 

lights put out. 

As long as the university continues to burn the 

midnight oil, it continues to burn qur tuition money 

witht.   
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Letters to the Editor 

Merits of Club Sports Deserve Investigation 
To THE EDITOR: . 

I applaud the efforts of Scott Sherman, president of the 
Georgetown Club Sports Association, and your report (“Club 
Sports Push For Recognition,” Jan. 27, page 1), which focus 
attention on the inadequate support Georgetown provides for 
club and intramural sports. 

You reported on this problem last fall, after which one 
thoughtful undergraduate reminded us in a letter to the editor, 
of the “Georgetown Philosophy of Athletics” (Student Hand- 
book, pages 99-101), which sets forth our common ideal: “As 
a University with roots in the Jesuit tradition of Education, 
Georgetown commits itself to the development of the entire 
Person ... Successful implementation of the athletic program... 

is contingent upon a explicit University commitment, visible 
support and provision of facilities which reflect the philosophy 
that athletics are indeed an integral part of the educational 
program.” 

I’m sure that the people who wrote this statement intended it 
both as an appeal to potential students, donors and others who 

might join our community, as well as a promise to those of us 
who are already here. It says what we are or should be and gives 

us a template against which to measure our performance. 

Turge Tue Hoya to help take those measurements. Let's take 

a look at the way the university supports athletics and uses its 
resources for the benefit of all its students. Maybe the investi- 
gation will show that we have it just right: that students at all 
levels andinall athletic activities are being well served, and that 

club and intramural sports are getting all the support they 
deserve. Maybe not. 

But then, we are a university, and as such we have two 

responsibilities: first, to ask and answer questions in an objec- 
tive, fair and rational way; to let the chips fall and look at the 
pattern they form. And second, to examine that pattern and 
think about its ethical and practical implications. 

We could all benefit from a better understanding of 
Georgetown athletics — what resources are available, how 
they are used, by whom and with what effects on student life? 
THE Hova could help. 

PROF. JAMES REARDON-ANDERSON 
ScHoOL OF FOREIGN SERVICE 

Jan. 27, 1998 

Abortion Is the Murder of a Human Child 
To THE EDITOR, 

I am writing in response to a col- 
umn that appeared Tuesday, Jan. 27 writ- 

ten by Kimberly Harrington and Katie 
McCormick-Lelyveld (“Celebrate the 
Freedom of Choice — The Fight Is Not 

Over Yet,” page 3). They were writing 
on behalf of H*yas for Choice on the 

historic anniversary of the Roe vs. Wade 

decision to make abortion legal. Not only 
didI disagree with theirideas, I also have 
to question their writing. 

They contradict themselves a number 
of times particularly when they discuss 
the issue of the malevolency of the Right 
to Life movement. They give examples 

of blockades, invasions, death threats, 
arson, bombings and stalkings. Then, the 

two young women go on to say how they 
had the chance to exchange ideas with 
Randle Terry, the founder and head of 

Operation Rescue, in “... a very civil 
conversation ...” These two young 

women failed to admit that Operation 
Rescue and the Right to Life movement 
donotcondone this violence. Those grue- 

some acts were performed by individuals 
who were not upholding the Pro-life 

ideals. 

The Right to Life is trying to educate 

those who do not have the proper re- 
sources to know the truth about abor- 

tion. That is, abortion artificially and 
violently terminates the life of a tiny 
developing human child. In any other 
context every one of us would call this 

murder. Yet, when we are talking about 
abortion this taking of a life has become 

merely the exercise of a right or choice. 

It is a moral tragedy that the feminist 
movement has filled the minds of the 

young women today with hazy political 
rhetoric which denies the scientific real- 
ity of abortion. 

Next time Kimberly and Katie report 

to us, I hope they can reveal those ideas 
that Randle Terry presented to them. 
Maybe, just maybe, those words of truth 

might just save the life of a child and the 

psychological life of an expectant 
Georgetown mother. 

MicHAEL MATTIA (COL °01) 
JAN. 28, 1998 

    

      
  

  

  

Join The Hoval! 
We are now recruiting writers, 

photographers and copy editors. No 

past experience is necessary. Really, 

we'll take anyone we can get. 

Just drop by Leavey 421. Now.   
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Rhett Millsaps 
MIDST A FLURRY OF UNPROVEN 

A but highly volatile allegations, 
President Clinton (SES ’68) 

remained upbeat and focused through- 
out what may have been the most- 
watched State of the Union address in 
history. He and the first lady were 
given warm welcomes by Congress, 
despite tensions exacerbated beyond 
mere partisan politics by recent ru- 
mors of scandal. Nonetheless, both 
Democrats and Republicans were 
united in applause as the president 
firmly concluded, “The state of our 
Union is strong.” 

As much as Republicans hate to 
admit it, the state of the economy 
under the Clinton administration is 
strong. Since Clinton took office in 
1992, the national deficithas dwindled 
from $350 billion to only $10 billion 
today. Taxes and unemployment are 

_ at record lows, and the president pre- 
dicted the government will soon be 

bringing in a surplus. This situation 
serves to bolster the idea that our 
nation can have a strong government 
and a wide array of needed social 
programs without bankrupting the 
American people. 

Regarding the re- 
cenit allegations 
against Clinton, 1 
simply hope that ev- 
eryone will afford 
him the same right 
that we are all con- 
stitutionally guar- 
anteed. the right to 
be considered inno- 
cent until proven 
guilty. 

Unfortunately, the United States’ 
Social Security problem is on the 
brink of bankruptcy. This is an espe- 

- cially alarming situation for our gen- 
eration, who will still be footing the 
bill when the well grows dry as all of 
our parents begin to retire in the not- 
so-distant future. We can only hope 
Congress will heed Clinton’s advice, 
using the government surplus to fortify 

  

  

    

Clinton Gives Strong 

State of the Union 

Despite Sex Scandal 
the Social Security program rather 
than voting for fleeting tax cuts in a 
vain attempt to grab a few more votes. 
* Also of special interest to stu- 
dents are Clinton’s plans in the 
educational arena. Not only has he 
proposed the creation of 220,000 
new scholarships to aid needy stu- 
dents, but he also advocates a 
$1,500 tax credit for parents pay- 
ing college tuition. While this break 
may seem trivial to Georgetown 
students, it would at least cover the 
cost of a carte blanche meal plan 
with our gourmet dining services. 
It would certainly help to defray 
costs for those students across the 
country attending more economi- 
cal universities. 

Finally, Clinton is the first presi- 
dent to face head-on serious envi- 
ronmental issues that threaten not 
only our personal futures, but the: 
very future of our planet. In a move 
toward privatization, the president 
proposed $6 billion in tax cuts for 
corporations to encourage the devel- 
opment of innovative, environment- 
friendly energy technologies. Further- 

‘ more, he outlined a plan for a new 
21st Century Research Fund, which 
would provide critical funding to the 
national science, health and cancer 
foundations. 

. In meshing Democratic ideals with 
technological and economic progress, 
Clinton also wisely noted that “sci- 
ence must serve humanity, not the 
other way around.” Only by taking 
bold steps such as these, while plac- 
ing humanity and human ideals first, 
will we be prepared as a nation to 
enter and survive the 21st century. 

Clearly, the state of the Union is 
vem strong. We must not develop a 
false sense of security, however. Only 
by taking progréssive, decisive ac- 
tions will we maintain our stability 
throughout the nextcentury. Clinton’s 
State of the Union address provided a 
refreshing and workable framework 
for this transition, and we must all 
support our president and our nation 
as we move forward over the next 
year. Regarding the recent allega- 
tions against Clinton, I simply hope 
thateveryone will afford him the same 
right that we are all constitutionally 
guaranteed: the right to be considered 
innocent until proven guilty. 

  

Rhett Millsaps (SFS '01) is a mem- 
ber of the Georgetown University 
College Democrats. 

ne VIEWPOINT 

A Bigger, More Oppressive Government 
  

Neil Bradley 
  

Union address two years ago, in which 
he declared an end to the era of big 

government, President Clinton proposed 
Tuesday extending the long arm of gov- 
ernment even further into people’s lives 
and pocketbooks. 

While the president’s speech contained 

a great deal that would cause concern to 
fiscally minded and liberty-conscious 

Americans, italso contained a fair amount 

with which these same Americans could 
agree. Clinton should be praised for rais- 
ing the issues of racial reconciliation, the 
strengthening of our armed forces, the 
preservation of Social Security and the 
protection of patients’ rights. 

On these issues the president has out- 
lined a common sense agenda that was 
already being largely implemented by 
the Republican Congress. Republicans, 
indeed all Americans, welcome the 
president’s assistance on these issues. 
After all, who could be opposed to 
prosecuting cases of racial and sexual 
discrimination? Who could be opposed 
to ending the raids on the Social Secu- 
rity Trust fund and strengthening our 
military? And who could possibly be 
opposed to guaranteeing that Ameri- 
cans have the right to choose their own 
doctor? 

Unfortunately, the common sense is- 

sues outlined by Clinton were overshad- 

: N STARK. CONTRAST TO HIS STATE OF THE 

owed by his proposals for an even 

bigger government, financed by hard- 

working Americans. 
The farcical “balanced” budget pro- 

posed by the president increases spend- 
ing in each year for the next five years 

rather than cutting waste and reducing 
the size of the government. Clinton man- 
ages to balance the budget by continuing 

to borrow funds from the Social Security 
Trust fund — $65 billion last year — 
and by relying on increased tax rev- 

enues. Clinton is not balancing the 
budget; American families who have 

created this economic boom are bal- 
ancing the budget. And the president, 
rather than rewarding these families 
by lowering taxes, which now con- 
sume as much as 40 percent of their 
income, wants to spend more of their 

money on even bigger programs. 
Specifically, Clinton wants to lower 

the age of Medicare eligibility to 55. 

Never mind the fact that Clinton has 
yet to propose any changes to keep the 

current system from going broke. 
Never mind the fact that Clinton will 
effectively force everyone 55 and over 
into government-controlled health care 

by crowding out private insurers. The 
real solution to the lack of health care 
lies in insurance reform and tax incen- 
tives to encourage expanded private 

coverage. 
Clinton also suggested that the fed- 

eral government take an active role in 

childcare. While Clinton has identi- 
fied a very real problem, he has pro- 
posed a solution that will only make 
matters worse. Each American should 
ask, “Whois better at raising a child — 
parents or the government controlled 
child-care centers?” Clinton softens 
his proposal with talk of tax credits. 
But again, it is none other than work- 
ing families who pay for these tax 
credits. 

A better solution is cutting govern- 
ment spending and using the savings 
to reduce taxes. Generally, a sum al- 

most equal to the salary of a family’s 
lowest-wage earner is paid in taxes. In 
a very real sense, these individuals are 
working for the government. Working 
fathers or working mothers should be 
freed from this requirement and al- 
lowed the option to be at home with 
their own children. 

The president was also correct in 
citing the problems within America’s 
educational system. Unfortunately, he 
once again proposed the wrong solu- 
tion. Federal involvement in educa- 

tion is not, and has never been, the 
answer. Since the Department of Edu- 
cation was created under President 
Carter, test scores have continually 
declined, American schools have be- 
come increasingly dangerous and the 
physical infrastructure has continued 
to decay. 

Ironically, perhaps the worst school 
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system in America is located in the 
same city where thousands of bureau- 

crats-at the'Department of Education 
“plan” how to save our schools. If the 

Department of Education cannot save 
schools located within blocks of their 
headquarters, how do they ever hope 
to save schools in South-Central Los 

Angeles? In fact, the federal govern- 
ment is in part to blame for the current 

crisis in education. 
State school systems, local school 

districts and individual teachers spend 
hundreds of hours and millions of dol- 

lars — valuable time and money spent 
away from their own students — com- 

plying with federal regulations. 
Congressional Republicans have 

proposed consolidating all federal 

money spent on education and allocat- 

ing it to the states with few strings 
attached. Specifically, Republicans 
would require that 95 percent of fed- 
eral funds be spent in classrooms, 
where help is truly needed. 

While Republicans may not agree 

with all of the administration’s pro- 

posals, they look forward to working 
with the administration on improving 
the state of our union for the new 
millennium. 

Neil Bradley (COL ’98) is president 

of the Georgetown University College 
Republicans. 

  
  

Measuring the Perfect Woman’s Worth 
HAT IS A WOMAN’S WORTH? IS IT INTELLIGENCE, 

WwW personality or wealth? Is it beauty or charac 
ter? Or for a woman to be valuable, must 

she be “pure” and“untouched?” In other words, is 
virginity somehow equivalent to virtue? Is a woman 
therefore worthless if she chooses to have pre-mari- 
tal sex? ’ 

Right about now I can more or less hear the emphatic 
no” most women reading this article are declaring. 

Some are also saying the subject of sexual freedom was 
already beaten to death dur- 
ing the sexual revolution 

of the ’60s. Others might 
simply be adding that we 
live in the great United 
States — where individual 

choice and freedom are 
toted as the great founda- 
tions of the country. 

However, people in other 
parts of the world disagree. 

On Tuesday, Jan. 27, The 
Washington Post reported a 
story about five Turkish 
girls, ages 6 to 13, who at- 

tempted suicide rather than face a virginity. test. (“‘Sui- 
cide Attempts Fuel Virginity Test Debate’) This affair 
prompted immediate outcry from women’s rights groups 
and human rights leaders (one being the human rights 

minister of Turkey himself) as well as disbelief that 
Isilay Saigun, the state minister in charge of female and 
family affairs and a woman, had upheld the state’s 
involvement procedures in such highly personal matters 
as a woman’s virginity. 
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Let’s take another example. In July of last year, Egypt 
. rejected a ban on female genital mutilation, despite 
some efforts by the Egyptian health minister to halt the 
practice. 

Then, in a less serious situation, female students in 
Thailand’s renowned Chulalongkorn University were 
outraged. The university, apparently hoping to defend 
the virtue of its institution and “save” the reputation of 
its students, issued a ban on miniskirts accompanied by 

campaign posters that read, “Don’t tempt crocodiles.” 
So you see, debate on sexual freedom is far from over 

worldwide. Of course, we must take into account the 

The topic of sexual freedom 
does seem rather obsolete 
even as I write about it: Here 
[ am sitting in my living room 
at three in the morning with 
the television on, and HBO 
suddenly turns into some kind 
of Skinemax. 
reasons for these situations. Virginity testing and female 
mutilation must be approached in the context of reli- 

gious and cultural traditions. 
Countries who practice these rituals traditionally place 

a strong emphasis on the value of the virgin bride. 

Women, if and when they engage in pre-marital sex, 

  

  

risk being ostracized in their families or local communi- 
ties. They also risk their “desirability” for proper mar- 
riage. In more severe cases, The Post reported that some 

of women also risk being beaten or murdered. 

It might be hard for young Americans to even 
comprehend this kind of oppression. The topic of 
sexual freedom does seem rather obsolete even as I 

write about it: Here I am sitting in my living room at 
three in the morning with the television on, and 

HBO suddenly turns into some kind of Skinemax — 

isn’t that ironic? However, the fact is there are 
individuals, predominantly women, who still have 

no right over their own bodies. 
Everyone needs the freedom to decide — in this case, 

to decide what to do (or what to wear, as in the case of 

the Thai women) — for themselves. Whether morality 
somehow comes into this discussion is also up to only 

individuals and their gods to decide. 
After all, not everyone defines right and wrong the 

same way. I am not saying members of society should 
not feel any responsibility for one another’s well being. 

I am saying, however, that the more society through 
government or any other institutions tries to control 
people, the more people will act like unruly teenagers — 
always finding a way to rebel and end up damaging 
themselves in the process.” One ‘might even call this 
involvement a sort of “controlled freedom.” 

In ending, I will say this: Is it really worth it to 
sacrifice the happiness of a human life for a few rules of; 
tradition? Is a woman less a woman without her “maid- 

* enhood”? Is freedom too much too ask? After all, with 

freedom, also comes the right to say no. 
  

The Open Forum appears Fridays in THE HovA. 

Commandments from a God Who Rains Forever and Ever 
* Reiss has the added dubious distinction of ND GoD SAID UNTO NOAH, ‘THE END OF ALL 

A flesh is come before me; for the earth is 
filled with violence ... And, behold, I, 

even I, do bring a flood of waters upon the 
earth, to destroy all 
flesh.” (Genesis 

6:13&17) 
It’s been raining 

a lot lately. In fact, 

according to my 

highly scientific 
calculations, it’s 

rained 99 percent of 

the time since we 

came back from 
break. The only 

good part of this 
monsoon is that 

when it’s raining, 

you get to carry an 
umbrella. 

Why is carrying an umbrella a good thing? 

Well, you know that stupid game we all play 

when we see people we sort of know but don’t 

want to talk to when we’re walking around 

campus? The game in which if you don’t make 
eye contact — thereby avoiding the obligatory 
“what’s up?” — you win? Carrying an um- 

brella gives you a great competitive advantage: 

Just tilt it forward and you can ignore the entire 

outside world. 
Of course, this strategy occasionally causes 
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collisions with trees and lampposts (and, in 

extreme cases, buildings), but it’s worth it to not 
have to say “hi” to that kid who lived on your floor 
last year whose name you don’t remember and 

whom you never really liked in the first place. 
In case you're curious, the second-most effec- 

tive piece of equipment for this game is a watch, 
but it requires more careful timing; and, if you 
look at your watch constantly to avoid making eye 

contact, people will begin to think you are insane. 
But I digress. There are more important aspects 

of our recent spate of rainy days to consider — 
namely, why has it happened? Is it just because 

it’s winter and we're in D.C.? Is it (gasp!) El 
Nifip? Is it a sinister Canadian plot to very, very 
slowly force us all to move south, thereby leaving 

the Northeast open to invasion? : 
Simply put, no. I submit to you the truth: We 

Georgetown students have angered the rain 

god. Now, bear with me for a minute, because 
this is serious. Really, it is. (Meanwhile, the 

Knights of Columbus are jabbing their fingers 
excitedly at this newspaper and shouting 
“Look! Look! Polytheism has resurfaced! This 

tragedy could have been prevented! Damn 
you, administrators, why didn’t you let us put 

crucifixes in the classroom? Now we have to 
go dig the swords out and vanquish the pagans 
again ... 7) 

Now, what exactly do I mean by “angered 
the rain god?” Basically, this university and its 

students have picked up certain behaviors that 

the rain god, Oloh Ngadju, really cannot stand. 

I know what angers him because he lives in my 
freezer, in a bag of rancid ravioli Id like to throw 
out because it smells, but can’t 
becauseitis encased in approxi- 
mately three feet of ice. 

Anyway, Oloh told 

me he has been dumping rain on us these past 

few weeks as a taste of the great flood that he 
intends to unleash if we don’t swiftly change 

our ways. His commandments are as 
follows: 

1) Thou shalt not wear athletic 

clothing when not working out. 
Not everyone is guilty of 

this crime, but you know 
who you are. If even one 
person wears running 
shoes, those nylon 

windpants, a George- 
town sweatshirt and a 
white hat to class on 
Monday ... well, how 
long can you tread wa- 
ter? Is comfort (a 

reasonthat’s not par- 
ticularly convincing, 

seeing as how jeans or 
khakis are just as com- 
fortable as a pair of 
warmup pants, and not 
nearly as aesthetically 
objectionable) worth 
bringing on the apoca- 
lypse? 

2) Thou shalt demol- 

ish Reiss and Lauinger. 

Both are hideous 

mars on the landscape. 
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Campus Opinion: 
Ross Perot. 

  

Barney the Dinosaur. 
Jack Gearan, COL ’00 

  

Joseph: Conahan, COL ’01 

Mike Kugler, COL ’01 

Bill Clinton. 

‘Who would be the worst person to 
spend your last day on earth with? 

  

Chris Fields, GSB ’01 

  

being the home of lots of math classes. If 
Lauinger’s sheer ugliness is not enough, it 

houses the single most frustrating reserve sys- 

tem the world has ever seen. 
3) Thou shalt not serve or drink cheap beer. 
After all, we go to one of the best schools in 

the country. Why do we drink Coors Light and 

Milwaukee’s Best? They don’t smell good. 
They don’t taste good. They're not even very 
beer-like in color. True, they get you drunk, 

but so do Listerine and Nyquil, which are even 
cheaper, and you don’t see anybody drinking 

those. 
4) Thou shalt not be a Business School stu- 

dent. 
An education consisting entirely of group 

projects is a crime against nature. 

And finally: 
5) Thou shalt give Matt North his umbrella 

back. It’s hardly fair to steal a man’s umbrella 

just because he put it down while he was 
checking his e-mail. 

Iam sick of having to say “hi” to people I don’t 
like. I'm also sick of being wet, and I suspect it’s 

going to be raining a lot more in weeks to come. 

This is D.C. in January, after all. 

  

Days on the Hilltop appears Fridays in THE 

Hova. 

  

Hanson. 

Carmen Mendez, GSB ’00 
Amie Pisano, COL ’00 

Amber Stonehouse, NUR ’00 

  

Alex Trebek. 

  

Christian Stanfield, SFS ’99 

Compiled by Andy Amend 

and Alex Bondoc 

Newman from “Seinfeld.” 
Jenn Grady, NUR ’99 

James McCoy, GSB 98 

Robert Blood, SFS ’98 
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CAMPUS NEws 

FROM AROUND 

THE NATION 
© Minority Admissions 

Drop at UC-Berkeley 
UNIVERSITY CALIFORNIA-BERKELEY, Jan. 28 — 

In what some say might be the first sign of the impactofa voter- 
approved statewide measure banning affirmative action, re- 
cently released admissions information reveals that the num- 
berof underrepresented minorities admitted to the campus has 
dropped. 

Statistics recorded for the fall 1997 semester indicate 
fewer students in ethnic groups with low representation — 
blacks, Latinos and American Indians — were enrolled in 
the university. 

Student leaders associated the drop in minority enroll- 
ment with the passage of Proposition 209, the statewide 
measure banning racial preferences in state hiring and 
contracting, and the UC Board of Regents’ vote to stop 

affirmative action in admission policies. 
“An obvious decrease in enrollment by minority stu- 

dents is due to the stigma surrounding the UC system and 
affirmative action,” said Irami Osei-Frimpong, a senator in 

to the UC Student Association. “It’s the welcome factor. 

You're not going to apply to a university which professes 
by policy not to be open to diversity.” 

However, some university administrators said other 
factors were primarily responsible for the recent enrollment 
trends. 

“If you look at enrollment figures across the system, 
they’re probably a result of increasingly greater competi- 
tion for enrollment in the university,” said a UC Berkeley 
official, who requested to remain anonymous. 

“The number of applications and enrollment figures has 
gone up dramatically,” the official said, refuting the idea 
that anti-affirmative action policies deterred minorities from 
applying. “There has been a fewer proportion of minority 

applications, which are not growing as fast as applications 
from other groups.” 

While enrollment figures last semester at UC Berkeley 

indicate a 56-person drop in the number of Latino students 
attending the university, they also point to an 89-person 

increase among black students. 

“We had more applications from African-Americans 
last year, and probably it is the case that in our admit pool 
those applicants were relatively strong,” the official said. 
“This fact blows the theory that minorities no longer feel 
welcomed by the campus.” 

The number of non-underrepresented students — which 
includes Asians, whites, East Indians and Pakistanis — 

increased while minority studentenrollment declined across 

the UC system last semester.   
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Asian enrollment grew by 3 percent, while white and East 
Indian enrollment increased by 1 percent overall. 

Other trends include the 2-percent increase in total enroll- 
ment for all nine UC campuses, marking the third consecutive 
year for such growth. 

Last semester, the UC system enrolled 129,257 under- 
graduates — 3,144 more than in the fall 1996 semester. 
~ Such increases are expected to continue in the future, UC 
officials said. 

“It’s just the kind of growth level being funded,” said Terry 
Lightfoot, spokesperson for UC President Richard Atkinson. 
“It has been a trend for many years, and we expect it to 
continue in the next few years.” 

UC Berkeley, which saw a 2-percent increase in its student 
enrollment figures, was one of six UC campuses to experience 

“an overall growth in enrollment. 
Three campuses, including UCLA, recorded slight losses. 
UC Riverside witnessed the largest jump in enrollment 

between the fall of 1996 and the fall of 1997 — experiencing 
a 9 percent increase in enrollment. More than 800 students 
enrolled at UC Riverside this fall than did last year. 

Combined minority enrollment was 28,185 last semester, 
registering a 337-person drop from the fall 1996 semester. 

—Laura Schiebelhut, Daily Californian 

@ Speech Policy Attacked 

By UW Professors, Students 

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN, Jan. 28 — Heated de- 
bate is once again surrounding the UW-Madison speech code. 
Supporters of the code argue it protects minority groups from 
demeaning language. However, the opposition continues to 
contend that the speech code restricts First Amendment rights. 

The speech code applies only to members of the UW faculty 
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and staff. It binds faculty and staff to guidelines that discourage 
offensive language toward minority groups. It covers dis- 
crimination on the basis of race, gender, culture and sexual 

orientation. 

Members of a subcommittee proposed a revision of the 
current speech code Friday at the Speech Code Committee’s 
weekly ‘meeting. According to student committee member 
Jason Shepard, the proposal presented by the drafting sub- 
committee clarifies the ambiguous language found in the 
current code. 

The proposed revision provides a more definitive explana- 
tion of a code violation. A violation is characterized as a 
repetitive action intended to demean members of a minority 
group, Shepard said. 

The proposal also suggests extending code mandates to 
include teaching assistants. 

Shepard said he had concerns about the latter part of the 
proposal. 

“The purpose of a TA is to create debate and discussion, 
which fundamentally includes controversy,” he said. “TAs 
must address issues in a responsible manner, yet it is counter- 
productive to put such strict restrictions on their speech.” 

Shepard said he is one of the few committee members who 
has suggested abolishing the speech code. 

Charles Cohen, history professor and member of the draft- 

ing committee, said the recent proposal is intended to protect 
minority groups from demeaning speech in the classroom and 
is not meant to restrict speech. 

M.J. Curry, a Teaching Assistant Association representa- 
tive, said the TAA has not yet been officially informed of the 
new proposal, and therefore has not discussed the issue. 

TAs are currently required to attend training sessions on 
discrimination and harassment, Curry said. He also said train- 

ing sessions are necessary to avoid inadvertent discrimination 
and to encourage responsible action in the classroom, 

Although the TAA has not yet discussed the speech code 
issue, Curry was certain the organization would be interested 

in reviewing it upon the release of more information. 
Curry said she does not favor the presence of a speech 

code on campus. 
“If people have issues to be discussed, it should be 

discussed in the class,” she said. “I don’t favor instructors 
or students using words to intentionally offend others, yet 
at the same time they should not be censored; that is not 
what education is really about.” 

— Jill Gardiner, Badger Herald 

© Univ. of Minn. Student 

Runs for State Legislature 

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, Jan. 26 — Junior 
Tom Gromacki is passionate about two things — poli- 
tics and the Green Bay Packers. 

The Wisconsin native announced his campaign for the 
state legislature last week, but took time out from his 
political game plan on Sunday night to root for his home 
team in the Super Bowl. 

Like the Packers, this is Gromacki’s second consecu- 
tive time in the big game. In 1996, he won the Republi- 
can endorsement but lost to incumbent Rep. Phyllis 
Kahn (DFL-Minneapolis) in the general election. 

Before Gromacki can face Kahn for a rematch in 
district 59B, which includes most of the Minneapolis 
campus, he must win the primary against second-year 
law student Robert Fowler at the Republican caucus 
March 3. 

Gromacki is running again on a traditional conserva- 
tive platform. He opposes abortion, places emphasis on 
family issues and backs fiscally responsible legislation. 

The two Republican candidates say they agree on 
many issues, but differ on tactics and emphasis. Fowler 
stresses fiscal issues, while Gromacki concentrates on 
the social aspects. 

“My campaign focuses on a broader range of issues 
that are likely to have the support of Minnesotans,” 
Fowler said. 

Gromacki said he also wants to improve education in 
the state. He opposes Goals 2000, a proposal to stan- 
dardize public, private and home-school programs using 
federal guidelines. At the university, Gromacki supports 
interaction with businesses and technological advance- 
ment. 

“I’d like to see the [university] become the next 
Silicon Valley,” he said. 

In his last election, Gromacki lost by 64 percent 
against Kahn. This time he plans on writing a 10-point 
legislation proposal similar to the Republican’s 1994 
Contract with America. That outline helped the GOP 
gain control of the House of Representatives. 

Junior Joby Sebastian, College Republicans Vice-Chair, 
had advice for Gromacki to improve over the previous 
election. Sebastian suggested reaching out to more stu- 
dents on campus by focusing on issues that students care 
about, such as tuition, vouchers and housing. 

Gromacki, a four-year member of the College Repub- 
licans, served as their president-and secretary. He will 
speak to the group Feb. 11 and debate Fowler at the Feb. 
18 meeting. 

— Coralie Carlson, Minnesota Daily     
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Med Center on Path to Recovery | 
BUDGET, rrom p. 1 

we can address our ongoing capital needs 
and commitments like information tech- 
nology andacademic facilities,” Kelly said. 

“It is too early in the process of budget 
development to know the exact nature of 

next year’s budgets,” he added. ; 

The third strategy was to strengthen the 
university’s Plan for Administrative Ex- 
cellence, aninitiative that seeks to cut costs 

by finding more efficient ways to carry out 

administrative tasks. The university hopes 

the program will save $300 million by 

summer 1999. 
Finally, the committee decided to have 

Mandeville put together a long-term capi- 

tal plan to prioritize future investments, 

  including renovations, technology up- 

grades and the construction of new build- 

ings, such as the proposed dorm that is to 
be built on the parking lot behind Vil- 
lage C. 

The Medical Center is also enacting its 
own plan for recovery, gradually reducing 
itsannual deficit. The Medical Centerhopes 
to lower this year’s deficit to $19.5 million 
from last year’s deficit of $50 million. 

These cost reductions will not involve 
nursing layoffs, accordingto Hospital Chief 
Executive Sharon Flynn Hollander. 

Although losses such as these over 

the past two years at the Medical Center 
have caused some university faculty 
and staff members to question the fi- 

  

ADMISSIONS, From P. | 
stress there is no advantage in ap- 

plying early. Last year, 21.5 per- 
cent of early applicants and 21.1 
percent of regular applicants were 
accepted. 

Georgetown accepted 623 of this 
year’s early applicants for an ac- 
ceptance rate of 21.7 percent. 

Georgetown College had the 
most applicants (1580) and ac- 

cepted applicants (294), but the 
lowest acceptance rate at 18.6 per- 
cent. The School of Foreign Ser- 
vice had 645 applicants and 145 
students accepted for a 22.5-per- 
cent acceptance rate. The Busi- 
ness School received 475 appli- 
cants and accepted 126 (26.5 per- 
cent), while the Faculty of Lan- 

guage and Linguistics accepted 40 
out of 130 applicants (30.8 per- 
cent). The School of Nursing had 
37 applicants, 18 of whom were 
accepted (48.6 percent). 

According to Deacon, the in- 

crease in quality of the early appli- 
cants will have positive effects on 
the university. 

“It gives us the opportunity to 
bring in an ever stronger student 
body, which is one of the goals of 
the executive faculty,” Deacon said, 
“and it helps the overall reputation 
of the university.” 

GAAP Vice President Sonia 
Jesrani (COL ’00) agreed. “Every 
university wants the cream of the 

  

  

Early Applicants Face 

Tougher Competition 
crop in not just academics but over- 
all,” she said. “It helps the univer- 
sity grow as a whole both academi- 
cally and culturally.” 

Deacon said that of the 669 stu- 
dents accepted early last year, 59 
percent decided to attend George- 
town. 

“We hope that number will be 
higher this year even though the 
quality of applicants increased,” 
Deacon said. “We want it to be 65 
percent, but we expect to do at least 
as well as last year.” 

McGowan and Jesrani said 
GAAP is working to help increase 
the matriculation rate. Among their 
efforts is an early action open house 
in late February and phone calling 

to congratulate the accepted stu- 
dents. 

Early action allows students to 
apply to other universities, even if 
they receive acceptance from 
Georgetown. These students can 

wait until May, when they have 
received their regular acceptance 
decision, before deciding to attend 
Georgetown. The program is un- 
like early decision, which binds a 
student to attend the university if ° 

accepted. 
This year 13,500 students ap- 

plied during regular admission, a 
drop of 200 from last year. Deacon 
viewed this change as insignificant 
given the large number of applica- 
tions Georgetown receives.   

  

nancial status of the university and the 

security of their jobs, the last few months 
have shown concrete signs of a turn- 
around. 

Last May, the Medical Center antici- 
pated receiving 1,200 patients per month 

for the months of September through De- 
cember 1997. The hospital actually aver- 
aged 1,239 per month, according to Medi- 
cal Center Chief of Staff Julie Adelson. 

“We are very pleased with the 
progress we have made ...,” Hollander 

said. “We have been at or near capacity 
for the last four months straight, and we 
are engaged in a major national nursing 
recruitment campaign so that we can 
serve even more patients.” 

Racial 

Relations 

Investigated 
TASKFORCE, From bp. 1 

task force will raise awareness about 
what is already going on.” 

Williams, the director of the Center 
for Minority Student Affairs, agrees 
the center and other groups on campus 
already involved in improving race 

relations will benefit from the task 
force. 

“[The task force] directly helps us in 

gathering information, and it can help 

by making other people on campus 
aware of issues surrounding diversity,” 
he said. “It’s networking for us. It’s 
enlisting other people to help in our 
cause.” 

Committee members also said while 
the committee will not completely 
change race relations at Georgetown, 

it will have a positive impact. 
“I feel [the task force] will help open 

the minds of people around campus,” 

Hornsby said. “It won’t solve all the 

problems out there, but it will help get 
things started. It has to start some- 

where.” 

Louis added, “I think the task force 
will have a positive effect, but I think 
it would be naive for people to think 

they’1l wake up at the end of 120 days 
and everything will be different.” 

In his letter, O'Donovan said he 
wanted specific proposals from the task 
force within 120 days. When this period 
ends on April 14, both Louis and Will- 
iams said they will have concrete recom- 
mendations for O’Donovan. 
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| THE EUROPEAN UNION 

Antwerp Exchange Program 

May 17 - 30, 1998 

  

Op   
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Wednesday, February 4, 1998 

4:15 - 6:00 pm, Room 550 ICC 

Director: 

Professor Rodney D. Ludema 

For information please contact: 
School for Summer and Continuing Education, 306 ICC 

Box 571010, Georgetown University 
l Washington, DC 20057-1010 

202-687-5719 or 
| e-mail harringe@gunet. georgetown.edu 

  

US   Z
 

    
  

  

  

  

Jan 12, Village c West: Student reports unauthorized use of his Hoyanet PIN for long. 
distans charges. LR 

  

  

Jan. 12, ; Village C West: Student repos his black Dell Laptop Computer stolen from his 
room. 

on 13, LXR Courtyard: Student reports silos ond brakes stolen from his bicycle. 

  

Jan. 19, Hele Village: Unknown person) removed computer chips from several arcade 
   

      

: suspect committed a forced sexnl act without 
ssed at DPS, and case referred to Siudeht conduct.   

  

  
    

  

  

© YEDOMESDAY BOOKE 
Yes, Georgetown does have a yearbook! 

Interested in becoming a staff member? 
We're looking for writers and photographers 

to help with the 1998 yearbook.   
No experience necessary, just sign-up at Leavey 409 J 

  

  

STUDENT VOLUNTEERS 

NEEDED TO SERVE THE 
CAMPUS DISCIP: 

     
  

The board selection and training 
committee is currently considering 

ee applications from motivated students 
who wish to participate in the 

disciplinary systems. 

  

THE SYSTEM NEEDS STUDENTS 
*to serve on hearing boards, hearing cases involving students who | 
have allegedy violated university regulations 
*with an interest and willingness to serve in a variety of capacities 
including advising students involved in the disciplinary process 
*who are able to maintain objectivity and confidentiality. 

  
      
  

Applications are available in the office of Student Conduct 
and Off Campus Affairs, 530 Leavey Center from February 2 - February 27 

betwen 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. 
Deadline for receipt of applications is March 6 at 5:00 p.m.       
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—— var er ny 
  

DEEPLY DISCOUNTED TR/" Lin 

  
Fie 
1071 Wisconsin Ave., NW - GEORGETOWN 

   

  

    

          

  

       

  

   Europe is SOOOO0O Cheap! 

Washington to London $258, Amsterdam $371, 

Prague $415, Madrid $298, Paris $323 

(fares valid until Mar. 31, taxes not incl.) 

Washington to Boston $48 o/w, Chicago $136 r/t, 

NYC $55 o/w wkd 

Sudent fares: Denver $119, Los Angeles $139 

San Francisco $139, Seattle $117 (one way) 

   

     

      

http:/peacefrogstravel.com INNA TUN: IN FROG 

'{e-mail:peacefrogstravel@mindspring.com 

Juniors 
YOU! 

to help with the   
Informational meeting: 

Tuesday, February 3rd 
WGR. 301A 9 p.m. 

Volunteers get: 
Free food (lots of pizza) - Free t-shirts 
  

    

ng 
Zi 

‘ 

’ 
Een ; 4 

? 

|ater got volved with 

  

of high school, bvt 

enrolled in a new school. 

of his class, and is provd to be a mentor fo other Kids in his school, 

Caring About What You Care About 

  

United Way Campaign e¢ 95 M Street, SW eo Dept-U eo Washington, 

  

the Senior Class needs 

SENIOR AUCTION 

Questions? Call...Senior Class Committee at 687-4093 

Daniel's grades shot vp he 15 now af 

Concerned Black Men and 

  

  

      

  

  
His father was in and ovt 

nie! wos Kicked suf 

DC 20024 

If you are thinking about studying abroad... 

Villa Le Balze Fiesole, Italy 

  

APPLICATION DEADLINES: 

FEBRUARY 11, 1998 
for fall ‘98 and spring ‘99 semesters 

for summer “98 session 

Questions? Please call Michelle Siemietkowski at 687-5624 

or stop by 306 ICC 

golem 
Ust79/. 

S 

A Ipril 

24h  
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1: SPORTS iv. 
Women Look to Qualify for NCAAs 

At Terrier Classic at Boston University 

Wh 
Hi 

    
Summer Counselors for 

hg School Programs 

6:30 - 07:30 p. Nog 

Leavey Program Room 

1st Floor, Leavey Center 

For information, please call 687-5719 or stop by 306 ICC 

Ld 
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EMPLOYMENT 

  

PART-TIME/LUCRATIVE/MAKE OWN 

HOURS Washington's most prominent legal 

recruitment firm seekd part-time (15-20 hours 

per week) employee for challenging and inter- 

esting work. Opportunity to tailor hours to 

individual schedules, must have strong inter- 

personal and telephone skills and enjoy vary- 

ing personality, types. Unique opportunity to 

learn about major D.C. law firms and corpora- 

tions from the "inside." Interested and qualified 

individuals may respond by fax or letter (and 

resume) to: Susan C. Miller Associates, Inc. 

1090 Vermont Avenue, N.W., Suite 800 Wash- 

ington, D.C. 20005 fax 202-8981915. 
  

WINDOWS ADMINISTRATOR WANTED! 

Work-study job providing Windows support to 

GICCS, a Georgetown institue studying brain 

function. Windows expertise required. Candi- 

dates must be responsible and hard-working. 
Call 687-2878 and ask for Ric or email: 

ric@giccs.georgetown.edu. 
  

GOVERNMENT RELATIONS PAID IN- 

TERNPOSITIONS -National political action 

organization seeks highly motivated, respon- 
sible individuals for several paid intership po- 

sitions. Candidate must be at least a third year 

undergraduate student with a major in political 

science or a related field. Strong verbal and 

written communication skills and the ability to 

research and organize legislative issues a must. 

Please send resume and cover letter to Govern- 

ment Relations Intership Opportunity, 1747 

Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Suite 1100, Wash- 
ington, D.C. 20006. 
  

WANTANINTERNATIONAL CAREER? - 

Don't miss our Working for Global Justice con- 

ference! Vistors in Action sends volunteers to 

"Africa and Mexico to work in human rights, 

community development, youth, media, health, 

microenterprise, more. 202-625-7403. 

visions @igc.org. 
  

SALES-Person neededto distribute flyers. Flex- 

ible hours. Good Pay. Immediate openings. 
202-331-8372, 202-898-1122 
  

CHILDCARE for bright 10 years old, pick up 

from school and help with homework. Must be 

available 3 or 4 days a week. $9 an hour. Call 

202-362-2380 Today! 
  

INTERN: Non-profit jewish organization con- 

cerned with health and social services seeks 
individual with desktop publishing experience 

to design national newsletter. Stipend and/or 

academic credit possible. 202-736-5877. 
  

WANTED- Counselors for residential summer 

program at UVA for gifted students 6/28-8/98. 

State of VA application required - refer to Job 

Category Code Q18AB &returnto UVA by 5:00 

pm 3/1/98. Apply to UVA Dept. of Human Re- 

sources, 914 Emmet St., POB 9007, 

Charlottesville, VA 22906. Forinformation about 

application process call 804/924-3182. EEO/ 

AA 

FOR RENT ¢ 

OFF CAMPUS HOUSING BURLEITH - 
Great group house, maintained in top condi- 

tion, near campus. Room for up to six. 1907 

37 th Street. Rent $2,500.00 plus utilities. 

Two fully equipped kitchens, two baths, 

dishwasher, washer and dryer, garage, brick 

patio, and airconditioning. Available 6/1 or 

9/1. Call Stephen Lee (landlord) at 202-328- 

6544 or (202) 219-7222, ext. 2302 

FOR SALE 

MERCURY CAPRI '91 TURBO, 

Convertible softtop plus hardtop, 5-speed, 

silver, only 30K miles, loaded, very good 

condition, $7,000, (202)338-6362. 

  

  

  

  

  

NISSAN '93 1/2, 300ZX 2+2 automatic, : 
Black, only 15K miles, T-top, loaded, excep- 

tional condition, $23,500 (202)338-6362. 
  

DESIGNER SUITS -Ralph Lauren, Paul 

Stuart, Brooks Bros. in mint condition for 

$45-$55. tweed jackets $25, ties $2.00-$4.00, 

shirts $2.00-$5.00. Plus womes clothes of all 

descriptions $5.00 on up. And household 

items. Hurry to Thrift shop, 2622 P St. Tues-Sat 

9:30 - 4:00. 

SERVICES 

SEIZED CARS from $175. Porsches, 

Cadillacs, Chevys, BMW's, Corvettes. Also 

Jeeps, 4WD's. Your Area. Toll Free 1-800- 

218-9000 Ext. A-3803 for current listings. 

  

  

  

  

FREE CASH GRANTS! - College. Scholar- 

ships. Medical bills. Never Repay. Toll Free 

1-800-218-9000 Ext. G-3803. 
  

IF YOU OR SOMEONE you care about has 

an eating disorder, please call for help. Judith 

Asner, LCSW. (301) 654-3211. Confiden- 

tial, metro accessible. 
\ 

  

STUDENTS; Special discount for On/Off site 

computer rentals. On-Site ISDN Internet Ac- 

cess at $8 per hour (w/ID), E-mail accounts also 

available. Visit Barrow Enterprises, 1065 

connecticut Avenue, 202/483-0798. 
  

RESUMES, COVERLETTERS, COMMON 

SENSE JOBSEARCH ADVICE---affordable, 
confidential and quick, Call Resume Advisor 

at Barrow Enterprises, 202/483-0798. 
  

#1 SPRING BREAK***DON'T GET 

BURNED*** Sunsplash Tours!! THE RELI- 
ABLE SPRING BREAK CO. 12 years EXP. 

Hottest Destinations! Lowest prices! FREE 

Trips, Parties-Drinks!!!SunSplash 1800-426- 
7710 www.sunsplashtours.com 
  

This Space Could 

Be YOURS! 

Call (202) 687-3947, 

faxto (202) 687-2741, 

or stop by Leavey 421 
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in the 800-meter race. 
The long-distance events also look to 

be very strong for the Hoyas. In the mile 
run, Helmermentioned both senior Michelle 

Muething and junior Katrina de Boer as 
potential NCA A qualifiers this weekend. 

Muething has already gained a provi- 
sional bid to the national meet in the 
800-meter run and is looking to lock up 
aqualifying bid this weekend, according 
to Helmer. Helmer also anticipates 

  
sophomore Autumn Fogg running well in 
the 3,000 meters. 

As for the relays, the women’s 4 x 
400 and distance-medley teams have 
already secured provisional bids and are 
both ranked No. 1 in the nation by 
Trackwire. “I think that 4-x-4 team will 
run very well,” Helmer said. 

According to Helmer, the Hoyas are 
also using this meetto build on theteam’s 
future. 

“We are also taking some of our 

Page 7 

younger, inexperienced runners so that 
they can use the experience as a spring- 
board for the future,” Helmer said. 

“Hopefully, they will set some [personal 
records] and get some competition in.” 

While the Hoyas expect good indi- 
vidual results from this meet for future 
competitions, Gagliano also believesthat 
the key to the team’s success is unity. 

“We have a good track team,” 
Gagliano said, “and what we need fora 
great track team is to come together.” 

Four Huskies Reach Double Digits 

  
KAT SAUNDERS/T HE HoYA 

Kim Gallon (10) had eight points in Georgetown’s 81-58 loss to No. 2 UConn Wednesday night at McDonough Arena. 

WOMEN’S HOOPS, rrom ». 8 

Sylita Thomas scored 12 points and grabbed 12 rebounds, a 
game high, but struggled from the floor, shooting just 5-for-17. 

For Connecticut, senior point guard Rita Williams gave an 
ominous outside presence, hitting four of six shots from three- 
pointland on her way to 14 points. Williams also led her team 
in rebounds with six. 

Freshman forward Svetlana Abrosimova scored 13, and 

sophomore forward Stacey Hansmeyer rounded out the 
double-digit scorers for the Huskies with 11. 
Knapp stressed the Hoyas cannot let any negative feelings 

from this game carry over into preparation for their next 
opponent, the Miami Hurricanes, who pay a visitto McDonough 
Arena Saturday at 2 p.m. 

  

Friday, 

January 30, 1996 

Students without housing preferenc, who want to request a fourth year of housing, 
need to apply in the Housing office before 5: 00 p.m. 

Special Interest Housing program renewals and new proposals are due in the 
Housing Office by 5:00 p.m.. 

Tuesday, 

February 3, 19986 

- Applications from students in Classes of '99 and '00 who wish to participate 
inithe International Roommate Program are ne in the housing Office by 5:00 p.m. 

Wednesday, 

February 4, 1996 

sLa Vie de Boheme, Finland-France, a 1992 co- oe productioh In French w/English 
Subtitles. At the Embassy of France; 4101 Reservoir Rd., NW Washington, DC 
in Georgetown. Ample parking. Tickets: $5, Call (202)944- 6091. 

«Housing requests due from students with a disib 
consideration. 

Saturday, 

February 7.1908 

  

    

  

  
St, Thomas boys Choir of L pzig, Germany 

  

_ atdpn 

DC 
Monday, 

February 9, 1996 

 @ the Catholic Basilica located at = 
4th Street & Michigan Ave., N Eu Washingion, 

“Women and Politics” a panel discussion at 
| Lauinger Library, Murray Room, Fifth Floor 

i 7:00 to 9: 00 pm. 
Tuesday, 
February 10, 1898 

lity who need special housing 

  

Special interest Housingmember applications are accepiony in the Housing 
Office. 

| February 13-March 15, 1998 

eLe NEON at the Rosslyn Spectrum. L'Amour 
Medecin (Love is the best doctor). Come listen 
to Moliere's hilarious play in French. Call (703) 
243-Neon (6366).   
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UConn in lts 

Own League 
none bench Wednesday nightat McDonough 
Arena sat the 5-12 Georgetown women’s 
basketball team, a scrappy but struggling squad 

coming offadifficultloss and just trying to stay afloat 
during adifficultseason. 

On the other bench were the 19-1 Connecticut Huskies, 
the No. 2 team in America, the goddesses of women’s 
basketball. To them, this game was just another minor 
barrier in the trek towards an NCAA title. 

The Hoyas, last season’s Big East Seven champions, 
had lost four in arow, 10 of their last 12, and were 
languishing in the cellar of their division with aconference 
record of 2-7. 

The Huskies have dominated every opponent they have 

played since their only loss of 
the season, Jan. 3 at Tennessee. 
In the seven games since that 
loss, no team had been within 20 
points ofthe Huskies at the 
buzzer, including then-No. 2 Old 
Dominion, ateam UConn blew 
out 93-72 Jan. 19. 

The Hoyas, before 

Wednesday ’s game, were 
averaging 483 fans perhome 
game. : 

The Huskies average 10,640 

fans per home game, and even 

played a road game (the Jan. 3 
loss to Tennessee) in front of 24,597 fans. 

The Hoyas will have 10 games this season televisedon a 
tape-delay basis by a Northern Virginia UHF station that 
cannot be picked up onthe Georgetown campus. 

The Huskies will have two-thirds of their games 
televised live, including two on ESPN, one on ESPN2 and 

one on CBS. 

The Hoyas have not been ranked in the Associated 
Press Poll for five years. 

The Huskies have been ranked in the Associated Press 
Poll for 81 consecutive weeks. 

It was no surprise that Connecticut was able to beat 
Georgetown 81-58. The Huskies, the 1996 NCAA 
Champions, play on another level. All night, the Huskies 
showed off their adept passing abilities and exploited their 
heightadvantages. 

Their star player, senior forward Nykesha Sales, scored 
22 points on an “off-night.” After a4-for-10 first half, the 
6-foot Sales — who will find herselfin one ofthe women’s 
professional leagues after this season— finally turned itup 
inthe second half, showing offsome dazzling fadeaway 
jumpers and dribbling abilities. She ended the evening by 
draining the 2,000th point of her career. 

What was a surprise was how close the clearly over- 
matched Hoyas were able to keep the game. The Hoyas’ 
full-court press was anuisance to the Huskies for much of 
the night, and the Hoyas’ array of zone defenses oftentimes 
bothered Sales. Georgetown outhustled UConn several 
times for offensive boards, ending the game only trailing 
19-14 in that statistic, despite a height disadvantage at 

~ nearly every position. 

Andthe Hoyas stayed within a striking distance of the 
Huskies for much ofthe second half. The UConn lead was 
cuttoas small as 16 points with under 12 minutes left in 
the game. Ifthe Hoyas’ abysmal second-halfshooting 
could have come around — a big if — the Hoyas could 
have made ita close game. 

As it was, the Hoyas were never able to find their 
shooting touch in the second half, going 12-for-37. While 
the Hoyas were able to prove that hustle can keep you in a 
game, they also proved that hustle cannot by itself win a 
game — especially against such a powerful opponent. 

For the first 52 minutes of the game, Georgetown’s 
dearth of ability was most evident, when the team 

watched Connecticut jump out to a 11-0 lead. The 
bigger, quicker UConn defense forced five Georgetown 
turnovers before the Hoyas could even put up ashot. A 
10-for-19 shooting performance in the half was 
drowned out by 20 turnovers. 

In the second half, the Hoyas made only five turn- 
overs but shot characteristically badly — 12-for-37. 
By the end of the night, they were at 39.4 percent, only 
alittle better than their season mark of 38 percent. 

Hustle kept the Hoyas close at the end, but the gap 
between them and their nationally ranked opponents 
proved too wide. 

  

     Wl 

The Rulebook 
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SPORTS 
GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY, WASHINGTON, D.C. 

WomzN's Hoops: UConn 81, GU 58 

No. 2 Huskies Prove Too Much for Hoyas 
Sales Nets 22 Points for UConn Georgetown Commits 20 First-Half Turnovers 

  

  
Georgetown senior forward Katie Heindel scored four points during the Hoyas’ 

81-58 loss to the Connecticut Huskies Wednesday nightat McDonough Arena. 

By MicHAEL MEDici 
Hoya STAFF WRITER 
  

KAT SAUNDERS/THE HOY A 

  

INDOOR TRACK & FIELD PREVIEW + 
  

With all their hype and tradition, the No. 2 
Connecticut Huskies paid a visit to McDonough 
Arena Wednesday night to square off against an 
outmatched Georgetown Hoyas women’s team. 

Before a season-high crowd of 1,728, the Hus- 

kies sluggishly dismantled the Hoyas 81-58, ascore 
much closer than most anticipated. 

Starting off with an 11-0 run over the 
first 4:30, the Huskies appeared tobe on 
their way to another 50-point blowout, 
but the Hoyas responded to the challenge 

Georgetown did not even get its initial 
shot off until almost three minutes had 22 

within striking distance, but they still went 
into the break down 41-26. 

Connecticut hit the offensive boards 
hard in the half, grabbing seven compared 
to Georgetown’s two. The Huskies also 
stole the ball away from the Hoyas 11 
times and attempted 35 field goals, 16 
more than Georgetown’s 19. 

“Our first-half turnovers were a big factor, 

Georgetown Head Coach Patrick Knapp said. “It 
was a very sloppy performance.” 

Nykesha Sales, Connecticut’s preseason All- 
American, led all scorers at the break with 11 points 

Scoring a 

  

  

iT 

   

   

vs. Miami, . 
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on 4-for-10 shooting, but was not her normal self. 
“Iwas alittle mad at myself,” said Sales, the 6- 

foot senior guard. UConn Head Coach Geno 
Auriemma sat Sales for acouple minutes in the first 
halfto watch how the team was playing. 

“We got up 11-0 and lost our edge,” 
Auriemma, “We just became very tentative and 
Haggish, Once she came back in the game, there 

said 

was a distinct difference.” 
With UConn having such Big East Con- Overall The second half saw the Huskies 

ference wins as a 101-48 drubbing at St. Record: slowly pull away, using their extreme 
John’s and a 126-48 win against Provi- 13 . size advantage at every position to 
dence, Wednesday night’s gamehadev- = Big East theiradvantage. 
ery possibility of being an embarrassment ~~ Record: 28 Sales was constantly hounded by 
for Georgetown. Georgetown guards who gave up at 

least three inches to her. At 5-foot-11, 
UConn’s other guard, Amy Duran, 
from nearby Bethesda, Md., also gave 
Georgetown trouble. 

athand. NC The Huskies put the lead at 20 with 
Having the ball stolen the first four ve 11:18 left. From there the two teams 

times down and turning it over the fifth, traded baskets down the stretch; the 
Connecticut, 

Hoyas were unable to get the run they 

needed. Georgetown’s shooting 
expired. Senior point guard Kim Gallon Rebound cooled off considerably in the second 
finally gotthe Hoyas on the board witha Leaders: half, going 12-for-37 from the floor, 
jumper with 14:19 remaining in the half. Sylita Thomas, good enough for just 32.4 percent. 

From there, the Hoyas made arun of Georgetown, Sales finished with 22 points, in- 
their own, rattling off another six straight 12: Rita cluding the 2,000th of her career, com- 
points to cut the deficit to 11-8. Wi ing on a three-pointer with 8:56 re- 

Ina firsthalfthat was at bestsloppy by maining. Sheis the fourth all-time scorer 
both teams, the Hoyas committed 20 Comes at Connecticut, behind such greats as 

turnovers while only having four assists. Geo! Rebecca Lobo, Kara Walters' and 
Their 52.6-percent shooting kept them rgefown Kerry Bascom. 

“It was a surprise,” Sales said. “I 
neverimagined coming in I would score 
2,000 points. [During] my first two 
years | didn’t look to score a lot.” 

“It’s remarkable in a lot of ways 
because of who she has played with,” 
Auriemma said. “It’s a testament to 

her versatility.” 

Georgetown was led once again by junior guard 
Melba Chambers, who poured in 14 points.in 26 
minutes on 5-for-9 shooting, including a perfect 2- 
for-2 beyond the three-point arc. Junior forward 

See WOMEN’S HOOPS, ». 7 

Georgetown Squads Head to Terrier Classic 
Hoyas Among 2,800 Amateur Athletes Flocking to Boston University Event 
By ALEx BonbocC 
Hoya STAFF WRITER 
  

Atleast Georgetown’s men’s and women’s 
indoor track and field teams won’t be by 
themselves this weekend. Both teams will be 
traveling to Boston for the Terrier Classic at 
Boston University. 

Thenon-scoring, individual meet will ac- 
commodate nearly 2,800 athletes, including 
not only collegians but non-collegiate ama- 
teurs and Olympic hopefuls from all over the 
nation. 

“The logistics for this thing will be interest- 
ing to say the least,” Associate Coach Ron 
Helmer said. “It definitely won’t be a perfect 
situation.” 

However, both Helmer and Head Coach 

Frank Gagliano are not fazed by the massive 
size of this meet. In fact both have quite 
relaxed, yet focused, attitudes toward the 

whole affdir. 
“To me, competing is fun,” Gagliano said: 

“Pressure is a motivational factor. The better 
the meet, the more intensity and fun you are 
going to have.” 

On the men’s side, Gagliano said he is 
highly anticipating this meet because it comes 
atan important point in the indoor season. 
“We’rerunning and throwing well for this 

time of the year, but we have to step it up this 
weekend,” Gagliano said. “It gives the kids a 
rest from training and allows them to compete. 

“This meet will have the best competition 
that we’ll face for this time of the year until the 
Big East meet,” he added 

According to Gagliano, Georgetown is 
bringing a smaller, but focused contingent of 
runners to Boston, and the team is not concen- 

trating on competition with other individuals 
or teams. 

“We're all going up there to run and throw 
our personal best,” Gagliano said. “However, 

we are also looking to qualify some athletes 
for the NCAA meet.” 

Gagliano specifically mentioned some ath- 
letes who should provide a strong showing 
and possibly win bids to the national meet. The 
Hoyas will travel with two throwers, senior 

Doug Epps in the shot put and sophomore 
Sean Flynn in the 35-1b. weight. 

In distance events, the most promising race 
forthe Hoyas is the mile run. Gagliano men- 
tioned juniors John Jordan and Jonevan 
Hornsby as runners expected have a strong 
race. Jordan has already picked up a provi- 
sional bid to the NCAA Championship in the 
milerun last week at Rutgers. 

As far as the sprints go, Georgetown looks 
to be strong in the 400 meters, where junior 
John Howard and freshman Nick Reynolds 
will be running. 

The most promising middle-distance race 
for the Hoyas appears to be the 800 meters. 
Gagliano cited five runners — juniors Matt 
Kalwinsky, Jaron Ming, Tim Brennan, Brian 
Duff and sophomore Miguel Lambert — as 
possible qualifiers forthe NCA A Champion- 
ships March 13 and 14. 

In addition, the men’s relay teams are un- 
certain right now, but will be strong, accord- 
ing to Gagliano. 
“Wearerunning some good relays, but we 

don’t know who will be on the teams,” 
Gagliano said. “We have to see the guys run 
this weekend.” 

The Georgetown women, ranked No. 5 in 
the nation by Trackwire, also are looking to 

havea productive meet this weekend. They 
will face other top teams from around the 
country like No. 7 Villanova, No. 11 UCLA 
and George Mason and Wisconsin — both 
tied at No. 16. 

“Traditionally, if you are ready to run, this is 
a good meet to do so,” Helmer said. “Up to 
this point, the times are there, but we still need 
to work. The beginning has been great. It can 
propel us to winning, but we still need to work 
for the end of the season and the national 
championships.” 

Helmer has two main objectives for this 
weekend’s meet. 

“Last week, we had a nice beginning at 
Virginia Tech,” Helmer said. “We qualified 

peopleto the national meet. We want to build 
on last weekend's success and qualify possi- 
bly eight to 10 individual runners to the 
NCAAs.” 

In middle distance events, Helmer cited 
juniorJulian Reynolds asa possible qualifier 

See INDOOR TRACK, ». 7 

Two Women Take Spots on Preseason All-America Team 
Senior midfielder Lauren Hilsky has been 

named to the College Lacrosse USA Pre- 
season All-America Second Team, while 

senior goalkeeper Chris Lindsey was given 
Honorable Mention All-America honors. 

Hilsky, atri-captain for this year’s squad, 
was a Brine/Intercollegiate Women’s La- 
crosse Coaches Association (IWLCA) 
Third Team All-American last year. 

She was second on the Hoyas in scoring 
last year, posting 34 goals and ateam-high 
15 assists. Her 162 points place her third 
on Georgetown’s all-time leaders list for 
most in a career, while her 136 goals are 

second on the all-time school list. 
Hilsky was also a standout forward for 

the field hockey team. She holds the school 
record for career goals, assists and points. 

Lindsey, atri-captain along with Hilsky, 
will be starting for the third-straight year in 
the net. Last year, she captured IWLCA 
Third Team All-America honors after post- 
ing a .656 save percentage — good for 
sixth in thenation. 

Lindsey was also the Most Valuable 
Player of the 1997 Eastern College Ath- 

letic Conference (ECAC) Women’s La- 

crosse Tournament, helping the top-seeded 
Hoyas capture the ECAC title. 

Preseason All-America 

Honors for Two Men 

Three members of the Georgetown men’s 
lacrosse team were named to the College 
Lacrosse USA Preseason Men’s Lacrosse 
Honorable Mention All-American Team. 
Two of the Georgetown players named — 

senior midfielder Greg Hubschmann and jun- 
ior attack Greg McCavera — were honor- 
able mention CLUSA All-Americans atthe 
end of last season. 

Hubschmann had a breakout season in 
1997, racking up 30 goals and four assists 
one season after playing in only four games, 
while McCavera led the Hoyas in scoring 
with 33 goals and 12 assists. 

Joining them on the All-American list is 
junior goalie Brian Hole. Last year, Hole 

started 13 games and stopped 186 shots 
while letting 122 goals go by him. 

  

His save percentage of .604 was the 13th-   
highest in Division I, while his 9.67 goals 
against average was good for 14th place 
nationwide. 

Big East Men’s 
Basketball Standings 

Big East Women’s 

Basketball Standings 
    Themen’steam will play its first game of this 

season Feb. 28 at 1:30 p.m. against Brown on 

the campus of Hofstra in Hempstead, N.Y. 

Aw Named Big East Co- 

Player of the Week 
  

Senior forward Boubacar Aw was named 
the Big East Co-Player ofthe Week along 
with Keith Friel of Notre Dame. Filling in at BI
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  the power forward and center spots for an 
injury-depléted Hoya frontline, Aw aver- 
aged 19.5 points and 14.5 rebounds in a 
two-win week for Georgetown. 

Aw posted career highs with 21 points and 
18 rebounds in a 68-66 win over Seton Hall 
Jan. 20. Aw followed that with 18 points, 11 
rebounds and the go-ahead basket ina 73-69 
victory over Memphis last Saturday. 
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‘Expect’ the Best 
By MicueL GONZALEZ JR. 
Hoya STAFF WRITER 

Rumor has it that “Great Ex- 
a pectations,” the new film starring 

Ethan Hawke and Gwyneth 

Paltrow, has some relationship to the Charles 
Dickens novel of the same name. Both tales 
are about a young hick who goes to the big 
city and enjoys a life of opportunity he never 
would have imagined. Along the way, he 

falls in love with a beautiful young snob. Her 
aunt, driven insane by the man who left herat 
the altar 30 years earlier, does her part to 

drive the boy mad as well. The book, setin 

England in the last century, was a tale of 
life, love and melodrama. It had impact; it 
was definitive Dickensian tragicomedy. 
The film, set in the U.S. in the 1990s, is, 

well, an hour and a half well-spent. 
The film starts along the same lines as 

the book, with the yokel protagonist, Finn 

(played at age 10 by Jeremy James 
Kissner), enjoying himself in a Florida 

swamp. Out of nowhere, an escaped con- 
vict grabs him. The prisoner, Lustig (Rob- 
ert DeNiro), has been sentenced to death 

forhis careeras amafia assassin. He scares 
Finn into bringing him food. DeNiro’s 
time on the screen is short but well-used. 

Lustig is picked up and sent back to jail. 
Finn goes back to the people who have 
raised him, his sleazy older sister and her 
husband Joe (Chris Cooper). 

Joe is the lovable Everyman; when 
Finn's sister runs off, he raises the boy as 
his own. Cooper shines as a goodhearted 
bumpkin. Joe takes Finn with him on his 

gardening jobs, and one day they pay a 
visit to Paradiso Perduto, the estate of the 
crazed Ms. Dinsmoor (Anne Bancroft). 

  

Bancroft, wearing entirely too much 

makeup, is a hoot. She prances around her 

home, listening to re-mixes of “Bésame 
Mucho” and hating the manwholeftheratthe 
altar. Finn is invited back to the house, be- 

cause Ms. Dinsmoor’s young niece, Estella 

(Raquel Beaudene), takes a shine to him. 
Estella, the prissy little rich girl, and the 

only character with the same name in the 
Dickens novel, is an enigma. They grow 
up, and when Hawke picks up the role of 
Finn he is a struggling former artist, living 

with Joe. One day, an agent stops by and 

tells Finn of a mysterious benefactor who 
has decided to give Finn the opportunity of 
a lifetime: an exhibit of his art in a posh 
New York gallery, all expenses paid. 

At first he can’t believe it. But once he’ 

makes the trip to New York, he meets up 
with an old acquaintance: The little girl 

who was Estella has turned into Paltrow. 

You cannot help but notice Paltrow. 
She sucks up the camera with those deep 

blue eyes and that amazing smile. Her hair 
has never been as blonde, her legs never as 
long, her swagger never as sexy as she is 

here. Paltrow plays the character perfectly, 

exhibiting the right amount of confidence 
and confusion about life. She and Finn 
develop a dramatic, doomed relationship. 

The film is enjoyable, with the veteran 
cast turning in quality performances that 

carry the story toits curious end. Buta few 
things are missing. The film focuses around 
acollection of strikingly bad art, especially 

curious considering the character from the 
book was not even an artist. The Dickens 

listed in the film’s credits must be someone 
else. This film, though entertaining, has 
none of the depth and drama of the book 
by the dead Engi, 

a Check out the 
= new installment 
* of Soussou and 
= Lupu as they 
- team up to review 
a the soon-to-be- 

a released film 
= ‘Oscar and 

. Lucinda’ 

-See page 36 
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n = change? Check 
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COURTESY OF TWENTIETH CENTURY FF Pie TURES 
Robert DeNiro (left) and Ethan Hawke (right) star in ‘Great Expectations,’ a cinematic adaptation of the timeless Charles Dickens classic. 

‘Deep Rising’ Saddens State of Sci-Fi 
By JoHN OATES 
Hoya STAFF WRITER   

; “Deep Rising,” at first 
b glance, has all the necessary 
> components for a magnifi- 

cent film. A mutant sea creature from 
the depths of the South China Sea 
devours everyone on a cruise ship and 

terrorizes a small group of thieves, 
bringing to mind images of hordes of 
frantic fans drooling and screaming in 
anticipation for movie tickets. 

Don’tbe misled, because “Deep Ris- 
ing” will probably not cause a riotous 
panic. Instead, the movie’s failure to 
be a suspenseful sci-fi flick will prob- 
ably generate little more than bad re- 
views and severe cases of dementia in 

unfortunate viewers. 
The film begins with a cruise liner, the 

Argonautica, onits maiden voyage in the 

South China Sea, touted, by its owner, to 

_ be the most luxurious and expensive 

cruise ship in the world. Unfortunately, 
the voyage comes to a violent end when 

the sea creature attacks the ship, killing 

almost everyone on board. 
A group of thieves discovers the 

ship, and the plot later reveals the 

thieves, in conjunction with 
Argonautica’s owner, were planning 
to rob the ship and then sink it and 
collect the insurance. Their plans are 
altered, however, when the thieves 
find the ship devoid of passengers ex- 
cept for the owner, the captain and a 

token gorgeous woman. 

The remainder of the movie consists of 

    

COURTESY OF BUENA VISTA PICTURES 

Treat Williams (center) leads a group of survivors attempting to escape the clutches of a sea creature in ‘Deep Rising.’ 
  

their attempts to escape the ship and the 

clutches of the mutant sea creature who 

picks them off one by one. 
The plot of “Deep Rising” is re- 

markably similar to that of “Alien,” 
the sci-fi masterpiece. that accom- 

plished everything this movie did not. 
The suspense meant to be created 

through our ignorance of the creature, 

used so well in “Alien,” seems con- 
trived and forced. Any suspense that 
exists is eclipsed by the ridiculous one- 
liners offered in large part by the pro- 

tagonist (Treat Williams). These quips 

lack any ingenuity or humor, serving 
only to remind the viewer how horrible. 

the movie really is. This points to the 
biggest fault in this movie: the script. 

The formulaic plot and poor acting 

contribute little to this movie, but the 
script leaves the viewer with a sense of 

awe at the ineptness of the screen- 
writers. The pace of the plot does little 
to create the suspense needed, as the 
sea creature seems to be constantly 
attacking at least one person through- 
out the entire movie. 

The one endearing quality of “Deep 

Rising” is the special effects. Computer 
graphics are used to produce an elabo- 
rate and impressive monster. However, 
since the movie’s suspense depends upon 
showing little of the monster, the special 
effects, while appreciated, are not en- 
joyed to their full extent. 

Despite the impressive special ef- 

fects, “Deep Rising” has too many 
flaws to warrant a movie worth view- 

ing. It fails to create the suspenseful 
action-thriller it is meant to be and does 
little other than further disparage the 

reputation of sci-fi thrillers. 

Recently Revamped ‘Dreamgirls’ Dazzles 
By SEAN GREENE 
SPECIALTOTHE HOYA 
  

Reaching its 11th des- 

tination with its arrival in 

D.C., the “Dreamgirls” 

pre-Broadway tour looks nonetheless 

magnificent for its ambitious sched- 

ule. The six-time Tony-Award-win- 
ning musical has been recreated and is 

  

running at the Kennedy Center Opera 
House for a special three-week en- 
gagement ending Feb. 15. 

Rising to Broadway fame in the early 
1980s, “Dreamgirls” is the story of three 

young singing sensations whose hunger 

for stardom bolts them to the top of the 

music charts. However, they gain their 
success at the cost of heartbreak, broken 
promises and shattered friendships. 

Courresyor The Kennepy C, ENTER 
B.J. Crosby stars as Effie Melody White in \ Dreagins 

“Dreamgirls” exquisitely portrays the bru- 

tal world of the recording industry. 
Act I explodes onto the stage with a 

vivacious act from amateur night at the 

Apollo in 1967. The Dreamettes are late 
for the contest; they rush to get ready for 
their performance while a smooth-talking 

agent named Curtis Taylor Jr. attempts to 

lure them into joining renowned singer 
James “Thunder” Early on a cross-coun- 

try tour. Deena and Lorrell, both backups, 
are excited but are shot down by Effie, the 

lead, whose ambitions extend farther than 
simply doo-wopping. 

Curtis rigs the competition in order to 
leave Early the group’s only recourse. The 

girls give in, and accompany Early for a 

few months until Curtis decides the 
Dreamettes are ready to head out on their 
own. By this point, Effie has fallen in love 
with Curtis and trusts in his management 
even when he changes the Dreamettes to 

the Dreams. Her dreams are shattered, 

however, when Curtis announces that the 
new look means Deena, not Effie, will 

take the lead. Heartbroken, Effie is never- 

theless persuaded to cooperate during the 
number “Family.” Tensions rise as Curtis 

turns his affection more and more towards 

Deena, whose illustrious beauty and crys- 
talline voice make her an overnight media 

headliner. 
Effie, unable to cope with Curtis’ be- 

trayal and Deena’s stardom, makes life 

difficult for the group. They become tired 
of her complaints and constant temper 
tantrums and decide to expel her. The 
remainder of the show details Effie’s fight 

to re-enter the business along with the 

group’s numerous business successes and 

emotional downfalls. Effie, the imperfect 
heroine, attempts to overcome her inflated 
ego in order to make it on her own. 

Director/choreographer Tony Stevens 

could not have dreamed of a better out- 

come when he first envisioned this daring 
revival. The drama of the show is con- 

veyed with a direct poignancy; the des- 
peration and heart-wrenching decisions 
were immediately accessible to the audi- 

ence, a product also of the caliber of the 
vocalists. The storyline neverbecame melo- 

dramatic; anytime the dialogue became 
sentimental, perfectly situated comic relief 

placed the show back into perspective. 
In true minimalist style, the setis com- 

posed of five square metal constructions 
and bridges, constantly transforming to 
appear like different venues. The work 
of Robin Wagner, scenic designer for 

“Dreamgirls,” perfectly compliments 

that of costume designer Theoni V. 
Aldredge. The show includes nearly 

300 dazzling costumes that often pro- 
vide stark contrast to the pitch black or 

lone metal tower in the background. 
Both of these stylistic endeavors create 

amazement, which helps the show flow 
smoothly from start to finish. The hard 
work involved in bringing this show to 
life was evident in each individual per- 
formance as well as in the cast as a 
whole. An entertaining and insightful 
show, “Dreamgirls” is, without adoubt, 

the highlight of the D.C. theater expe- 

rience. 

  

  

    

Victory for Williams 
By STEPHANIE GATTON 
Hoya STAFF WRITER 

E “Periwinkle Sky” — the 
' opening song off of Victoria 

2 Williams’ latestCD, “Musings 
of a Creek Dipper” — ushers itself in 

with.a mix of regal cymbals.and Tim 
Ray’ seffecting piano. It’s soft, thought- 
ful, evocative — much of what Will- 

iams has become known for. 
Over the past decade, Williams es- 

tablished herself in folk music, a genre 

widely ignored by mainstream America. 
In the early ‘90s greasy kids in flannels 
were turning up their amps. Over the 

  

    

* past two years middle America em- 

braced the underground phenom- 
enon of ska, proclaiming it the “next 
big thing” and exploiting a culture 
whose basis was dependent upon 
being “underground.” 

In contrast, Williams quietly made her 

quirky brand of music. Drop her name in 
conversations to those who knew her 

songs and you would receive generous 

accolades: for the singer/songwriter. Yet 

radio stations rarely touched her work; it 

was either too odd or not loud enough. 
The closest thing to airplay Williams ever 

received was when Pearl Jam and other 
“geniuses of the moment” collaborated 

on 1993’s “Sweet Relief: A Benefit for 

Victoria Williams.” 

When Williams was diagnosed with 
multiple sclerosis, she had no medical 

insurance to cover her treatment. Sweet 
Relief Musicians Fund was established 

to help musicians of all ages pay medi- 

cal or medically-related expenses. The 

“Sweet Relief” album — featuring Wil- 
liams’ songs covered by her fellow 
friends and artists — was the first of its 

kind. Another “Sweet Relief” compi- 
lation was released two years later for 
fellow little-known artist Vic Chestnutt. 

Pearl .Jam’s cover of = Williams’ 

Victoria Williams rejuvenates folk with ‘Musings of a Creek Dipper.’ 

jazz, gospel, rock, blues and avant- 

» tached to what she sings. 

  

“Crazy Mary” and Soul Asylum’s ver- 
sion of “Summer of Drugs” garnered 
consistent radio rotation. All of a sud- 
den, people wondered who the woman 

behind the album was. 
But that was a fleeting moment, Into 

musical obscurity Williams climbed 

once again. Folk singers are just not 
meant to be superstars. Their heyday 

was 30 years ago. Yet a small group of 
people still remain dedicated to it. Per- 

haps it’s because of folk’s constant 

refusal to follow one musical pattern. 
To be a folk musician, you’ve got to 
experiment at least alittle with country, 

garde. This is what Williams does. 
While her last studio release, 

“Loose,” truly dabbled in everything 

possible, “Musings” concentrates more 
on the softer side of folk. The funk 
element is there — and a few of the 
songs are fast-paced — but that is not 

what “Musings” is about. Williams has 

been there and back in her fight with 
MS, and she’s come to enjoy the every- 

day, tiny parts of life that we too often 

allow to go unnoticed. 
Williams’ unique storytelling and 

unmistakable voice carry the album 

through its 12 tracks. “Let It Be So” 
is a song she wrote to celebrate her 
sister’s wedding. And “Grandpa in 

the Cornpatch” affectionately re- 
members her family: “Wish I could 

fly and see everyone I love in the 

blink of an eye,” she sings. 
There is not one song on this album 

that is not in some way beautiful. 
whether itis Ray’s simple piano solos, 

Williams’ memorable voice or the at- 
tention she pays to detail in all her 
writings. She gives you good, old- 

fashioned storytelling, which is, these 
days, a treasure to find. As a listener, it 

is virtually impossible to remain unat- 

i 
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‘American Lesion’ is Rock Treason 
By LiNDSAY KALLEN 
Hoya Starr WRITER 
  

Greg Graffin, lead singer of 

Bad Religion, has launched a 

\ solo mission with his new re- 
lease “American Lesion.” Although 
Graffin’s press release proclaims a con- 

cept related to “today’s climate in our 
business-dominated society,” much of 

the album sounds more like Cameron 
Diaz’s karaoke scene from “My Best 
Friend's Wedding” than any sort of a 

deep political statement. 
The first track on the album, “Opin- 

ion,” caused an abrupt break in the con- 
versation in which my roommates and I 

were previously engaged. The only 
phrase that seems to provide an adequate 
descriptionis “Are they kidding?” How- 

ever, in Graffin’s defense, his voice aside, 
the music is not that bad. Good may be 

pushing it, though. 

Another horrible listening experience 
can be had merely by turning to the 

country-slanted song, “The Fault Line.” 

In a less-observant state, it is possible to 
mistake this song for either “The Gam- 

bler” or the theme song from the nearly- 
extinct television show, “The Fall Guy.” 
Rip off? Hmmm ... fortunately, Graffin 

is safe, for surely no one would voluntar- 

ily admit to being an influence on him. 

Equally tortuous to the ears is the song 

“When I Fall,” which is devoid of both 
intelligent lyrics and a pleasant rhythm. 

  

However, points may be given for origi- 
nality in the first verse, “One day my life 
will be a chocolate shake and late night 
T.V. But right now I’m afraid of every- 
thing that is goin’ down.” 
Reminiscent of Jack Handey’s “Deep 

Thoughts," Graffin’s words hardly inspire 
mental transcendence inthe economicstruggle 

for survival — or whatever this rebellious 

young lad’s original intention was. 
“The Elements” is a song that grants 

the listener the privilege of hearing 
Graffin’s wonderful (that was sarcasm) 
voice speaking six words repeatedly, for 

nearly four minutes — “You-have-al- 
ways-lived-like-this.” In all fairness, 

Graffin occasionally throws in an extra 

word or two for variation, but this is not 
nearly enough of an excuse for an entire 
song to center around these six words. In 

case, for some reason, curiosity piqued 

the question “Live like what?” the an- 
sweris: the elements. Don’t ask. It really 
doesn’t matter anyway. 

Anether treacherous track is “In the 

Mirror.” The nicest thing that can be said 

about Graffin’s screeching is that he 

swears in the last verse, obviously en- 
dearing himself to whatever unfortunate 

prepubescent listeners value that sort of 

thing. Surely there must be something 

nice to be said about this music ... . 

Still, there were some positive aspects 
to “American Lesion.” Although 

“Maybe She Will” sounded like a semi- 

talented high school band, it did, in fact, 

lack the karaoke quality that invaded 
most of the other songs. This tune has a 
jazzy brass feel to it without transporting 

the listener to a time long past. “In the 
Mirror” includes pleasant harmonizing 

— of which Graffin was not a part, but 
should, nonetheless, be noted. 

“Cease” and “‘Fate’s Cruel Hand” were 
also decent food for the ears, although it 
would be punishment to inflict any of 
this on anyone for a prolonged period of 

time. 
Graffin’s “American Lesion” should 

have been released without his voice 

marring the quality of some otherwise 
decent music. It would be a far cry to say 
that his voice was the sole downfall of 
the album, but it surely did not help 

anything. The entire album lacks coher- 

ence. While his tonality and chords try 
to provoke emotionality, the instruments 

are used incorrectly. The romantic bal- 
lads are played too fast and with too 
many sounds; the angst-ridden songs 

are more whiny than angry. 

Graffin is experiencing an identity cri- 

sis and punishing his music forit. He’s not 
James Taylor, and he’s struggling against 
Bad Religion; the music is a waste. For 
those who are curious as to exactly what 
this berated music sounds like, take your 

five-year-old cousin to a karaoke booth 
and tell him to pretend that he’s arock star. 
There you have it, ladies and gentlemen, 
the next Greg Graffin. 

  
COURTESY OF POLYPTERUS RECORDS 

Greg Graffin (center) administers horrific vocals on his latest release from Polyporus Records, ‘American Lesion.’ 
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Georgetown University 
Summer Study Abroad 

  

OPEN HOUSES a 
for the following summer programs: 

Hong Kong: Mon, Feb. 2, 4:30-5:30 pm, ICC 305 

  

Wed., Feb. 4, 4:00-5:00 pm, ICC 462 

Leicester. England: Tues., Feb 10, 5:00-6:00 pm, ICC 305 

>: Wed, Feb. 11, 4:15-5:30 pm, ICC 119 
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Greece: Thurs., Feb. 12, 4:15-5:00 pm, ICC 204A     Quito, Ecuador and Campinas, Brazil: TBD 

For more information, please call the SSCE at (202) 687-6184, 

or stop by our office at 306 ICC. 

  

  

   



In the opening shot of “Oscar and 
Lucinda”, the image of playing-cards is 
reflected, glimmering in the water. For 
Director Gillian Armstrong, this film, much 

like the cards that appear in the opening 
shot, represents a gamble. While Armstrong 
has hedged her bets on a box-office suc- 
cess, theresults are less than 

  

nated society. Oscar and Lucinda discover 

each other through a card game on a boat, 
and use gambling as a means of expressing 
their love for one another. The ultimate 

gamble — an agreement between the two 
to build a glass church and transport it by 
sea to Australia—is the fulfillment of their 

  

convincing. Odd and un- 
even at times like the char- 
actersitdepicts, thismovie 

is both disappointing and 
provocative, butintheend, 

offersup anintriguing story 
about forbidden love. 

One of the more appeal- 
ing aspects of this movie is 
the story of the two charac- 
ters’ lives. Oscar, raised a 

member of the Pentecostal   

  

Elias “Mad Dog” Soussou 

love. The betrepresents the 
fruition of their dreams: a 

magnificent structure serv- 
ing both Lucinda’s passion 
for glass and Oscar’s pur- 
suit of God. The two char- 
acters seem to be a perfect 
fit as they are both por- 
trayed as curious and odd 
as much for their whimsi- 
cal personalities as for their 
risk-taking habits, in a so- 
ciety thatis cold, buttoned-     Church in mid-19th cen- 

tury England, believes at a young age that 
he has received a mandate from God to 
convert to Anglicanism. In a humorous 

scene to demonstrate the origin of this 
belief, Oscar blindly tosses a rock into an 
area that he has mapped out with different 

religions to determine the fate of his faith. 
As the rock lands twice in a row in the box 
which he designates as Anglican, he de- 
cides to pursue the path of a devout Angli- 
canminister, forever changing his life. For 
Oscar, gambling representsameans of achiev- 
ing a sense of success and fulfillment. 

Similarly, Lucinda, who is the proud 
heiress of a glassworks factory in Austra- 

lia, also craves the thrill of gambling as a 
means of achieving her own sense of self- 
expression and liberty from a male-domi- 

     

   

down and risk-averse. 
The possibility of a relationship be- 

tween the two characters is the element 

that keeps the viewer’s full attention. Yet, 
despite the evidence of an emerging rela- 
tionship between the two, the film never 
fully develops such a relationship or the 
personalities behind the characters. 

The second to last line of the movie is 
a voice-over that reads, “A dream, a li€, 

a wager, love.” This phrase refers to 
several of the major themes of the film. 

This line, however, is also indicative of 
one of the weaknesses of this film. Un- 
fortunately, the movie often leaves the 

viewer guessing, as it fails to tie these 

. themes together in a meaningful way. In 

the end, a well-intentioned film leaves 

something to be desired. 
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‘Oscar and Lucinda’ 
A Synopsis: 

In her new film “Oscar and 

Lucinda,” Director Gillian 
Armstrong seems to ask the question, 
“What happens when two fools meet 
and start doing foolish things?” 

Oscar (Ralph Fiennes) is a charac- 

ter engrossed in a quest for piety, 
raised in a sheltered environment 
dominated by religious indoctrina- 
tion. When he is finally old enough to 
leave home and attend an English 

seminary, he is confronted by-an of- 
ten-unbearable culture shock. He 
spends the rest of the film trying to 
maintain his value system in a world 
that plays by completely different 
rules. 

Lucinda (Kate Blanchett) comes 
from an entirely differentbackground 
than Oscar, but in the end bears an 
uncanny resemblance to him. At a 

young age she inherits a small fortune 
and decides to spend it in pursuit of 
the thing she loves most in life: glass. 
After buying a glassworks in New 

South Wales, she tries to fit into high 
society, but her free-spiritedness 

causes her to be shunned from the, 
repressed Victorian society. 

Separated by thousands of miles, 
but destined to meet, Oscar and 

Lucinda each develop an addiction 

that will eventually bring them to- 
gether. Despite their attempts to fight 
it, they become obsessed with gam- 
bling. Be it horse races, cards or mere 

coin flips, they become unable to re- 
sist any game that involves a wager. 

After being ordained, Oscar de- 
cides to move to New South Wales, 

where he hopes to avoid the tempta- 

tion to gamble. His hopes to do so are 
foiled, however, when he meets 
Lucinda (whois returning home from 

a vacation) on the ship. They soon 
confide in each other about their ad- 
diction. They delight in being able to 
express themselves freely without the 
ostracism that others have shown 
them. 

To prove his love for her, Oscar 
devises a plan that is at the same time 

honorable, pious and silly: He pro- 
poses to build a glass church and 
transport it across the Australian wil- 
derness to a small village. Undoubt- 
edly, the church symbolizes the union 
of these two characters by incorporat- 
ing their respective obsessions: God 
and glass. 

The fate of this church, indeed, is 
the fate of Oscar and Lucinda.           

  

  

* CoURTESY OF OCTOBER FILMS 
Robert Duvall stars as The Apostle E.F. and Farrah Fawcett plays Jessie Dewey in ‘The Apostle.’ 

  

  

  

  

    

  

Do you want to help stop the 
  

   

By DAsH ROBINSON 
Hoya STAFF WRITER   

In today’s society, people 
g are always looking for a 

* means of influencing others. 
In recent years, members of our reli- 
gious communities have more and 
more often turned to the arts as a way 

of doing so. Therefore, at first glance, 
people might get the impression “The 

Apostle” is a selfish glorification of 
Christ, a mere way of recruiting non- 
believers out of their far-too-secular 
worlds. 

In actuality, “The Apostle” is merely 
a story, that of a man who puts all his 

faith in God and accepts what comes to 
him. It is a showcase of the power of 

the spirit, not a harsh judgement of 
whether or not we are-true believers: 

Sonny Dewey (Robert Duvall) is a 

popular and flamboyant preacher in 
Fort Worth, Texas. Religion pervades 

  

INFORMATIONAL MEETING 
Monday, February 2nd 
7:00 pm in Reiss 262     

“hi 
INDIVIDUALS WHO ARE: 

open 
inspiring 
mobilizing 

directing 
honest 

creative 

® FRIDAY, JANUARY 30 

After a century of filmmaking it has 
become quite difficult to make a romantic 

movie — or any other kind, for that matter 
— that is more than just a blatant copy of 
its predecessors. In fact, things have got- 
ten to the point where movie audiences are 
so starved for something new that new 
films are sometimes mar- 
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[24 REVIEW 
for ‘a movie that lasts for over two 

hours, the story moves at an unusually 
brisk pace. 

Aside from the more rudimentary as- 
pects of character and plot development, 

the film is sprinkled with powerful imag- 
ery and symbolism. While some of the 

  

keted solely based on hav- 

ing an original plot, regard- 
less of how good the film 

actually is. 
So, to make a movie that 

presents a fresh story while 

paying attention to the act- 
ing and directing quality is 
truly rare. But with “Oscar 

and Lucinda,” Armstrong 
has certainly made a noble 
effort. 

  

  

  

Yon “True Grit” Lupu 

religious references may 

be lost on many viewers, 

the movies is such that it 
can be understood as a 
whole work even with- 

outunderstanding each of 
its components. The 
screenplay uses a fine 
combination of subtlety 
and simplicity to deliver 

its message. 
Complex characters de- 

mand the best of actors,     The main concept of this 
movie is surely nothing new: Boy meets 
girl — or girl meets boy, depending on 

your preference — boy and girl fallin love, 

boy makes an ass of himself trying to 

prove his love for girl. Where “Oscar and 
Lucinda” diverges from the hackneyed 
Hollywood love story is through the depth 

and mortality of its main characters. These 
are not your typical, one-dimensional cre- 
tins that move through the plotin a predict- 

ably boring fashion. Oscar and Lucinda 
are both dynamic characters, allowing the 
audience to develop a genuine interest in 
theirsituations. ] 

Indeed, it is easy to keep interest in 

the film, as both characters undergo 
significant changes and the plot un- 
folds without dragging much. In fact, 

every part of his life, as he invests most 
of his time into traveling around town, 

reinforcing others” belief in the Chris- 
tian faith. Yet his obsession desensi- 
tizes him to his surroundings. He has 

trouble relating to his wife, Jessie 
(Farrah Fawcett). As a result, Jessie 

demands a divorce, in the process or- 
chestrating Sonny’s removal from the 

church he loves so much. Having lost 
all that is dear to him, Sonny commits 

a serious crime out of frustration and is 
forced to flee his hometown. 

After declaring himself God’s ser- 
vant and changing his name to The 

Apostle E.F., Sonny’s travels land him 
in Bayou Boutte, a small Louisiana 
fishing town. 
He works his patented magic, man- 

aging to find a job and convince a 
retired minister (John Beasley) to help 
him resurrect an old church. Within no 

time, The Apostle E.F. has won over 
the town, recruited a new congrega- 

and Armstrong certainly 
made fine choices with Blanchett and 
Fiennes. Both of them do justice to their 

respective characters, successfully con- 
veying their complex and ever-changing 

emotional states. 
Overall, “Oscar and Lucinda” is an 

excellent example of innovative film- 
making. Both its story and cinematog- 

raphy stray from the Hollywood norm, 
but not so far as to ruin its appeal to the 

everyday audience. Certainly, this film 

is not for everyone; those searching for 
high-octane adventure should look else- 

where. However, by attempting to go 
beyond the standards of the romance 
genre, the film simultaneously expands 

its audience beyond the standard ro- 

mance-movie filmgoers. 

‘Apostle’: Divine Entertainment 
tion and begun preaching again. 

While at times “The Apostle” is 

slowed by its preoccupation with de- 

veloping and accentuating Sonny’s 
faith, it is a heartwarming story of a 
man whose love of God permeates all 
that he does. Duvall, who also funded 
the entire film, turns in a top-notch 
performance, as the sheer power with 

which he influences people is nothing 

short of awe-inspiring. 
While The Apostle EF. often quotes 

the Bible, the audience does not find 
itself as the object of any attempted reli- 
gious conversion. Instead, we see the 

lessons he preaches played out in real 
life, weaving together to form a story of 

heartbreak, sin and redemption. The - 
Apostle E.F.is a flawed man, far from an 
unblemished religious idol. Yet moral 
perfection is not the point of the film: It 

is simply the journey of a man driven by 

God; a man whose fatal faults are no 
match for his intense beliefs. 

NEED 
HOUSING? 

Get The Best 
House/Apartment Now...    $s 

FREE PIZZA! 

epidemic of eating disorders? 

HOTLINE VOLUNTEERS 
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY! 

(minimal time commitment) | 

   

    

    

   

    
    

FOR: 
storytelling 

raising awareness 
influencing others 

exploring differences 

¥ questioning diversity 
exploring social issues and values 

chaflenging conformity and prejudice 

Before The Lottery 
call for showings 

S.H.A. 
MAR 

Off Campus Housing 

FREE PIZZA!     
  SEED 

Students Ending Eating Disorders 
USING THE MEDIUMS OF: 

Impovisation 
Interactive Theater 

If you possess any one of these abilities and are willing 
For more information call to learn more, you can earn academic credit and       
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Title Stars Plot Summary Grade 
  

Phantoms 

Good Will Hunting 

Deceiver 

Jackie Brown 

Titanic 

The Apostle 

Eve’s Bayou 

Tomorrow Never Dies 

Peter O’Toole, Rose McGowan, 
Liev Schrieber 

Matt Damon, Robin Williams, 
Minnie Driver 

Rosanna Arquette, Tim Roth, 
Chris Penn 

Pam Grier, Samuel L. Jackson, 
Bridget Fonda, Robert DeNiro 

Leonardo DiCaprio, Kate Winslet, 

Billy Zane 

Robert Duvall, Farrah Fawcett 

Samuel L. Jackson 

Pierce Brosnan, Judi Dench, 
Jonathan Pryce, Teri Hatcher 

Kevin Kline, Christina Ricci, 
Sigourney Weaver, Elijah Woods 

Denzel Washington, John Goodman, 

Donald Sutherland 

The newest film from screenwriter Dean Koontz, this 

movieisa fascinating, intricate thriller thatno horror-movie 
lover will want to miss. The plot is abitunderdeveloped at 
parts but is scary and enjoyable nevertheless. 

A true masterpiece as Williams re-establishes himself 
as one of Hollywood’s more diverse actors. He and 

Damon weave a wonderful tale of friendship and trust. 
One of the year’s best films. 

Reminiscentof* ‘Usual Suspects,” ‘Deceiver’ isanintriguing 
psychological thriller. It deserves credit for superbacting by Tim 
Roth, butfailstodeliveronothercounts. The negatives, however, 
are mostly balanced out by the suspenseful plot twists. 

With great pressure to live up to his masteries of past years, 
Quentin Tarantin® produces achattierandless choppy version 

of “Pulp Fiction.” A good film within itself, but a potential 
disappointment to Tarantino’s standards. 

The horrors ofthe tragic iceberg collision are contrasted 
with the touching love story between stars DiCaprio and 
Winslet. This three-hour film is at times depressing, but 
remainsamust-see, hailedas possibly thebest film oftheyear. 

Theuplifting and inspirational story of aman whose faith 
transcends all else, and who in the end finds ultimate 
redemption. Duvall is perfect for the part, and a strong core 
of supporting actors makes this film soar. 

This is one of the best films of the year, about young 
Eve’s struggles in dealing with her father’s infidelity. 
Director Kasi Lemmons has made a stunning debut with 
this tale of a troubled Louisiana family. 

James Bond is back and this time he has teamed up 
with arival intelligence agent from China. The two must 
work together 'to preserve peace between their two 

countries, in the face of imminent nuclear war. 

Well-made film chronicling the age of sex and love: the 
1970s. Married couples mingle with married couples and 
young teenagers awaken their sexuality during anice storm 
that strikes New England. 

Washington’s detective Hobbes wanders around 

rather stupidly for an hour, but once it gets going, it 
gets scary and will keep you on the edge of your seat. 
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The Ice Storm 

Fallen 

GPB Presents 

Gaston Hall 1 d 
Fri-Sun. Ww! Di 

7:30 & 10:00   
A - Oral Communication 

B - Keeps Staff Happy 
C - Cultivates the Nation’s Jewels 

Services of the White House 
Rating System 

D - Moral Authority 

F - Leads Country 

  
    $3 

  

  STARTS FRIDAY JANUARY 30™ IN THEATRES EVERYWHERE | 
www.deeprising.com 

FULL SCREAM AHEAD. 
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Show Times 
  

CourmHousePLAZA 
2150ClarendonBlvd. 

Arlington, VA 

Deceiver—Fri-Sun: 1:30, 

5:30,8:00,10:15;(Mon- 

Thu: 5:15,7:45,10:00) 

TheBoxer—Fri-Sun:4:45, 
7:30;(Mon-Thu:5:00,7:45) 

Wagthe Dog—Fri-Sun: 
1:00,5:15,7:45,10:00;(Mon- 

Thu:5:15,8:15,10:30) 

As Good As it Gets— 
Fri-Sun: 1:15,4:30,7:30,10:30; 
(Mon-Thu:4:45,7:30,10:15) 
Tomorrow Never Dies— 
1000 
Fallen—Fri-Sun: 1:45,5:00, 
7:45,10:15;(Mon-Thu: 5:00, 
7:30,10:00) 
Kundun—Fri-Sun: 1:30 
Titanic—Fri-Sun: 1:00,5:00, 
9:00;(Mon-Thu:4:45,8:30) 
DesperateMeasures—Fri- 
Sun; 1:15,4:45,7:15,9:45, 

(Mon-Thu: 5:00,8:00,10:15) 

Great Expectations—Fri- 
Sun: 1:45,5:15,8:00,10:30; 

(Mon-Thu:5:15,8:00,10:30) 

DuronTOnEVA 
135019th 

The Apostle—1:30, 
4:15, 7:00, 9:45 
Afterglow—2:20, 
4:50, 7:20, 9:50 
Good Will Hunting— 
2:10, 2:30, 4:40, 5:00, 
7:10, 7:30, 9:40, 
10:00 
Deconstructing 
Harry—1:35, 3:40, 
5:45, 7:50, 9:55 

Founory THEATER 
1055ThomasJefferson 

Midnightinthe Garden 
of Goodand Evil—5:00, 
8:15; (Sat-Sun: 1:45) 
Kiss the Girls—4:40, 
7:10, 9:40; (Sat-Sun: 
2:10) 
Devil's Advocate—4:10, 
7:00,9:50; (Sat-Sun: 1:20) 
Mrs.Brown—4:45,7:15, 

9:45; (Sat-Sun: 2:15) 
Eve’s Bayou—4:55, 
7:25, 9:55; (Sat-Sun: 
2:25) 
Seven Years in 
Tibet—4:15,7:05,9:55; 
(Sat-Sun: 1:30) 
The Ice Storm—4:30, 
7:00, 9:30; (Sat-Sun: 
2:00) 

JANUS THEATER 
1660 Connecticut 

Oscar and Lucinda— 
4:10,7:00,9:40; (Sat-Sun: 
1:30) 
As Good as It Gets— 
4:20,7:10,9:50; (Sat-Sun: 
1:40) 
The Full Monty—4:30, 
7:20,9:40; (Sat-Sun: 1:50) 

TenLey THEATER 
4200 Wisconsin 

Des erate 
Measures—2:10, 4:40, 
7:10, 9:40 
Deep Rising—2:20,4:50, 
7:20,9:50 
Fallen—Fri-Mon, Wed: 
4:30, 9:30; (Tue-Thu: 
4:00) 
Phantoms—1:20, 3:30, 
5:40,7:50,10:00 

UnionStaTionS 
50 Massachusetts 

Phantoms—8:00, (Fri- 
Sun: 8:10) 
Wag the Dog—2:00, 
5:45,7:45,10:10;(Fri-Sun: 

1:00,3:20) 
Fallen—1:30,4:15, 7:00, 
945 
Half Baked—Fri-Sun: 
1:15, 3:40, 6:00; (Mon- 

Thu: 1:45,6:00) 
Amistad—12:45, 4:00, 
7:15, 10:20, (Fri-Sat: 
10:30) 
Tomorrow Never 

Dies—10:15, (Fri-Sat: 
10:45) 
Titanic—1:00, (4:45 Fri- 
Sun), 5:00,9:00 

Spice World—Fri-Sat: 
12:40,2:50,5:00, (Sun: 
7:10), 7:20, (Sun: 9:40), 
9:45; (Mon-Thu: 1:15, 
5:00,7:10,9:40) ; 
As Good As It Gets— 
1:30,4:30,7:30,10:20, (Fri- 
Sat: 10:40) 
Great Expectations— 
2:00,5:15,7:50,10:20, (Fri- 
Sat: 10:30) 
Deep Rising—Fri-Sat: 
1:45,5:30,8:10, 10:45; 

(Sun-Thu: 1:45,5:30,8:00, 
10:30) 

Uptown 
3426 Connecticut 

Tomorrow Never Dies— 
1:30,4:15,7:00,9:45 

WestEno 
110123rd 

GreatExpectations— 
2:00, 4:30, 7:00, 9:30 
The Tango Lesson— 
2:20,4:50,7:20,10:00 
Wagthe Dog—2:10, 
4:40,7:10,9:40 
TheBoxer—1:45,7:30 
Jackie Brown—4: 10, 
950 

Wisconsin AVENUE 
4000 Wisconsin 

Great Expectations— 
1:40,4:20,7:10,9:50 
Deceiver—1:05,3:20,5:33, 
7:50,10:05 
The Boxer—Fri- 
Mon, Wed: 1:30,4:45, 

7:15,9:45;(Tue, Thu: 
1:30,4:45, 10:00) 
Wagthe Dog—1:00,3:15, 
5:30,7:45,10.00 

" As Good as It Gets— 
1:10,4:10,7:00,9:55 

Amistad—1:45,5:00,8:15 
  

wokxAxExE ALL times daily, unless otherwise noted ss 

  

  
(ORT TALE 
LEAT ERA 

7:30 & 10:00 in Reiss 103 

I Know What You Did 

Last Summer 
January 30 - February 1 

Grosse Pointe Blank 
ESI R aA OR 

The Shining 
Friday the 13th in Gaston Hall 

An Affair to Remember 
Valentine's Day 
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‘Deceiver’ Uses Intricate Plot, Skillful Acting to Captivate Crowds 

  COURTESY OFM ES 

Michael Rooker plays an interrogator who has agreed to take a polygraph test in order to clear his name in ‘Deceiver.’ 

Ho Hum: New Album Disappoints | 
By BiLL JORDAN 

  

Hoya STAFF WRITER 

7 Champaign/Urbana, Ill., 
db has the distinction of being 

“i...” dubbed the next Toledo, Ohio, 

which in turn was dubbed the next 

Chapel Hill, N.C., which in turn was 
dubbed the next Portland, Ore., which. 
in turn was dubbed the next Seattle. 

The key point being that it isn’t. 
However, Champaign/Urbana is the 

home to a number of fine bands — 

including the Poster Children — few 

of which have done much beyond the 
gates (or bars) of the University of 

Illinois. This week, as Hum releases its 

sophomore album for RCA Records, 
that could all change. 

Although the band took almost three 
years between releases, its lineup has 
remained constant. Guitarist/vocalist 
Matt Talbott and bassist Jeff Dimpsey 
form the heart of the band, having 

played together inside project Honcho 
Overload. They added drummer Bryan 
St. Pere and guitarist Tim Lash to form 

Hum in 1989. Now, after two releases 

ETHAN HAWKE GWYNETH PALTROW 

A [0 BRON 1 0 2): TERR LOND 3107 3:00): RH 
Suzlon Les Be TO PVD) (0 ART 0 0 (0H EVA Ra V4 LINSON 8 

to] REIN 100) (VION 01997 TWENTIETH CENTURY Fox lic——4 

i wr EEOC) 
R LLNS LEU 

LLL Teg LILLE] 

on the Poster Children’s 12-inch 

Records — Dimpsey is a former Poster 

Children bassist— and selling 250,000 

copies of its major label debut, Hum is 

obviously excited about “Downward 
is Heavenward.” 

For Hum’s fourth full-length album 

— its second since signing to major 
label RCA Records — Hum takes its 
typical approach to songwriting, fill- 
ing “Downward is Heavenward” with 
loud, fuzzy guitars and the nonsensi- 

cal lyrics of Talbott. The album’s non- 

sense — which is little more than stu- 

pid lyrics that vaguely make up love 

songs — takes a slightly different angle 

than “You’d Prefer an Astronaut.” 
Where that album’s songs concentrated 
on characters outside of this world 
with titles like “Stars,” “Little Dipper” 
and “The Pod,” “Downward is Heav- 

enward” keeps the Earth as the back- 
drop for most of its songs. This is not 

to say the band has stopped watching 
the X-Files altogether. : 

Between the two albums Hum started 

itsown label, Martians Go Home Records, 
re-releasing 1993’s “Electra2000,” along 

with offering a vinyl version of “Down- 

ward is Heavenward.” In addition, tracks 

on “Downward is Heavenward” tend to 

have some equally odd, if not other- 
worldly, titles, such as “Isle of the Chee- 
tah” and “Afternoon with the Axolots.” 

The band should see its “Downward 

is Heavenward’s” first single, “Comin’ 

Home,” become a success the same way 
“Stars” was for ““You’d Prefer an Astro- 

naut.” The single is getting airplay from 
numerous modern rock stationsand MTV 

— including an appearance on “12 An- 

gry Viewers,” quite possibly the dumb- 

est show on television. 

Unfortunately, to listen to “Comin’ 

Home” is to listen to the entire album. 
The guitars stay just as fuzzy, the lyrics 
just as weird and for the most part every- 

thing is the same. This is the major disap- 
pointment of the album. 

After the success of 1995’s “You'd 
Prefer an Astronaut,” Hum seems poised 

* to break through the pitiful state of mod- 
egn rock and make a name for itself. 
Unfortunately for the band members, 
“Downward is Heavenward” will not be 

the album to do that. 

wii ANNE BANCROFT aso ROBERT DE NIRO 

blu BD 

dau 

DESTINY 

TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX Presents 
AN ART LINSON Probuction AN ALFONSO CUARON Fix 

ETHAN HAWKE GWYNETH PALTROW “GREAT EXPECTATIONS” 
HANK AzARIA CHRIS COOPER with ANNE BANCROFT ano ROBERT DE NRO “i PATRICK DOYLE 

LOVIN TANIA 
ST. MARTIN'S PAPERBACKS 

EMMANUEL fh AS.C.; AMC. 
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By ELias Soussou 
Hoya STAFF WRITER   

Strikingly similar to “The 
8 Usual Suspects,” “Deceiver” 
> cleverly manipulates the 

viewer’s versions of reality. In fact, aside * 

from stylistic differences and a slightly 
different plot twist, this movie contains 

very few differences and will, as a result, 
attract a similar audience. 

In classic psychological thriller form, 

“Deceiver” denies us the truth we so des- 
perately seek in the suspense film genre. 

This is the element that made “Scream” 

and “The Usual Suspects” so much fun, 
and to its advantage, “Deceiver” does an 
excellent job of creating the same sense of 

anticipation. 
Interestingly, there is more in common 

to “The Usual Suspects’ and “Deceiver” 
than just surprise. They both depict the 

interrogations of murder suspects, whose 
versions of events lead us to believe differ- 

entrealities. The truth, ultimately, is stranger 

than fiction. 
In “Deceiver,” the victim is a young 

prostitute (Renee Zellweger) whose body 

we are told, was found in two suitcases at 
opposite ends of the city. This murder 

provides the impetus foran interrogation of 

a man whose phone number was found in 
the pocket of the victim. The murder sus- 
pect,James Wayland, played by Tim Roth, 

is subjected to a series of polygraph tests 
administered by Detective Braxton (Chris 

Penn) and Detective Kennesaw (Michael 
Rooker). During the interrogation, it be- 
comes clear that everyone is a suspect and 

all motives are called into question. What 
is expected to be a routine interrogation, 

however, instead becomes an intriguing 
sparring of wits between the three princi- 

pal characters. 
Through various conflicting descriptions 

offered by Wayland and the detectives of 

the victim, the viewer is left mystified 
about the true nature of the relationship 

between the victim and the suspect. The 
evidence implicates Wayland, and his vio- 
lent outbreaks of temporal lobe epilepsy 
don’t help his case. Yet, Wayland’s con- 

flicting accounts and edgy behavior sug- 
gest thatthe truthis notcompletely evident. 

Part of the fun in this movie comes 
when Kennesaw agrees to reverse roles 
with the suspect to satisfy Wayland’s con- 

viction that the detective himself has some- 
thing to hide. Amusing, but ridiculous, the 
nextscene depicts Wayland using the poly- 

graph onthe detective himself. This scene, 
though ripe with tension and suspense, 

had me shaking my head in disbelief thata 
police officer would actually subject him- 

self to a lie-detector test at the request of a 
suspect. In order to reinforce the reversal of 
roles and the chaotic nature of the scene, 
Directors Jonas and Josh Pate serve the. 
audience a healthy dose of crazy camera 
angles. 

“Deceiver” is a fun romp through the 
mysteries of the mind. Itis also an ominous 
look at the human psyche, suggesting that 

everyone is guilty of hiding something. 
This becomes cleareras the film progresses 

and we learn about the skeletons in the 
closets of each of the characters, including 

the detectives. In this respect, “Deceivers” 
is a dark film. 

In fact, the viewer is subjected to dark- 

ness throughout most of the film as the 
interrogations occur behind closed blinds. 

This element, however, adds a valuable 
sense of texture and intrigue to the myste- 
rious mood of the film. In addition, the 

film’s script establishes an interesting plot 

line complemented by a strong perfor- 

mance by Tim Roth as the interrogated 
suspect. Such strengths, however, save the 

movie from other apparent weaknesses 
that include mediocre acting, and an un- 
polished look to the production of some of 
the scenes of the movie. 

  

By CHARLIE PRINCE 
Hoya Starr Writer 
  

band, not in a fake “alterna- 
. tive” way, but honestly, sin- 

cerely creative. The band’s new al- 
bum “The Half-Baked Serenade” is 

  

which have a serious tone. 
The best track on the album — 

enough to buy the album (for me it 
was), then the song itself ought to 
be. First, it is sarcastic. Second, the 

Self is neat. It’s a creative 

aneclectic mix of 10 tracks — none of 

   

‘Self: ‘Baked’ to Perfection 
0 funny: “Everyone wis suffers from a 

short attention” with a “blah blah blah” 
mixed irr here and there throughout the 
song. This song rocks; it’s funny, it’s 
weird and Gavin of Bush never could 
have sung it, which is refreshing. 

So, what kind of music is it? If Self 
matches a genre of music then you are Matiaff 

            

    

      

  

on your own to figure out what it is —1 
have no idea. “KIDdies” has a lot more 

  

and ‘what caught my attention in the | ut it 
first place — is the fourth track, 
“KiDdies.” If the title is not cool 

the disc, Tike tidbin 
poppy. Like I said. ( 

    

designed to be a segue between the 
   

      

They’ renotreal pretty; they’ re like gritty 

. 1 Cracks in ti past, you may 
. already « seen Self. The group L 

      

1 moved away from guitar-driven 
pop and onto the early hip-hop in- 
fluences of the frontman of this band, 
‘Matt Mahaffey. “Half Baked” was 

oup’s first album and next album. 
In the press release, bandleader Matt 

ey said of the new album, “It’s 
fot of pretty songs and stuff ... 

    

etty. I wanted to get the wussy stuff 
; way for the next album Self 

ies” ]   

  

    
    

  

As it tums out, “The: Ali, chorusreads, “Let’s gotrick ortreat- 
- Serenade” i is the second Teleass from ing dressed up like Marilyn Manson, 

- Snatch up all the KiDdies and then 
_ hold ‘em all for ransom,”— one of experimental. It wa 

the best lines on the CD. This is one posed. to be an EP, but ended up devel- 
of those songs that will drive your oping into a full-length experimental 
roommate and neighbors. crazy as disc. noir first album, Sutil 
you play it over and over again untif 
your CD player breaks. 

\ The rest of the dyrics aro just as 

     

      

     

    

      

  

       

      

    

   

  

   

       

   

  

   
    

  

    
   

- i in transition, andit’ she ¢ 
the ri ight direction. ~   
  

  

Break ‘98! 
PI of One-Pieces, Bikinis, Push-Ups, Thongs & D Cups 

Bikini Shop 
$500 

COUPON 
1819 M Street NW © 735 15th St., NW 

{202) 331-8372 « (202) 393-3533 

  

| 3 } CANCUN * BAHAMAS 

24 HOURS OF 
FREE DRINKS! 

Z nights from $299! 
Includes RT air, hotel. 24 hours of free 

drinks and weekly party schedule of 
spring break events! Organize 15 
freinds and EARN A FREE TRIP! 

CLAS a AoC) 
CAS 

Space is limited! Cal now!! 

4-800-828-6841 
© e-mail us at SALESOCLASSTRAVEL.COM! 

  

930 Commonwealth Ave Sun Boson, MA 02215 
Safe. Sa 12-4 ET 

  

    

    
eT ATI {TI Yo fo) 42: I 4A LY Fe 

a 2 real? ’ 
Cheap tickets 

Nice people 

      
ere are two sides fo every lie. 

‘BlirsTYN ... ARGUETTE 
MDP WORLDWIDE esas o PETER GLATZER pokein « PATE BROTHERS fin TIM ROTH CHRIS PENN MICHAEL ROOKER 

oo RENEE ZELLWEGER “DECEIVER" ELLEN BURST s Mk i ROSANNA ARQUETTE tsps CAROL SUE BAKER sty HARRY GREGSON WILLIAMS 
CT a. ] DON La gr REC ETI ER hd 

Cel co Re EEL OG TY SE WE DTD 

© GENERAL CINEMA 
© CINEPLEX ODEON SPRINGFIELD MALL 10 

Springfield, VA 
WISCONSIN AVE. (703) 971-3991 

   Great advice ; 

HT RTL TA 
IIE CRE RULE YT 

includes round trip airfare ° 
and hotel 

    

     @ CINEPLEX ODEON 
WHITE FLINT § 
Bethesda, MD 
(202) 333 - Film#785 

©® RESTON TOWN CENTER 
MULTIPLEX CINEMA 
Reston, VA 
(708) 318-1800 = 

     

     

      

  

        
     

  

       

      

      

    

  

     

    

   

  

Bf ces wor INCLUDE TAXES, INTL STUDENT ID NAY BE REQUIRED. FARES ARE SUBJECT 
73 CHANGE. CALL FOR FARES TO OTHER ot 

| DESTINATIONS. RESTRICTIONS APPLY. 

   
   

   

    

         

  

     
      

    

      

    
   

  

   
   

    

     

  

    
     

    

CINEMAS 6 @ UNITED ARTISTS @ SONY THEATRES @ REGAL CINEMAS or [rE 
4000 Wisconsin Ave. NW. BETHESDA PENTAGON CITY 6 COUNTRYSIDE 14 : \Travel 
{e02) bn 7272 Wisconsin Ave. Fashion Centre Countryside Shopping Ctr. be. CIEE: Council or International Vi 
MARYLAND (301) 718-4323 Arlington, VA Sterling, VA Yesuuins Exchange \ 

o the BEICGIITNEE son Tiemmes © UNITED ARTISTS hu Se Aen ACADEMY 14 ° ° ; 
Greenbelt, MD © AMC TYSONS CORNER 8 FAIRFAX TOWNE . Washington 
(703) 998-4AMC COURTHOUSE Nena CENTER 10 200) 337- -6464 

© CINEPLEX ODEON PLAZA 8 (ose Hien. 
RIO Arlington, VA © ARLINGTON BLVD/ (703) $91-1020 
CINEMA 14 (703) 998-4AMC LEE HIGHWAY hy 
9811 Washingtonian Ctr. ~~ @ AMC SKYLINE 12 MULTIPLEX CINEMA SPECIAL ENGAGEMENT. _ 
Gaithersburg, MD Bailey's Crossroads, VA Merrifield, VA NO PASSES OR DISCOUNT 
(202)333 - Film#780 (703) 998-4AMC (703) 876-1800 COUPONS ACCEPTED.      
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For Our Union Dead... 
By JonAH NOLAN reside in the sexual endeavors of old, nally be included back on the lengthy 
HovASrar When vaguely overweight politicians. list of folks in latter-day America for 

r : Many wouldsay public figuresrenounce whom any and all behavior is permit- 
I press my face to the glass of my their privacy when they achieve office. ted, even laudable, so long as it is 

televisionscreen: PresidentClinton(SFS ~~ Does the public renounce its taste at the accompanied by an appropriate con- 

’68) rises on his tiny balloon, white-  sametime? Some would say the realissue  fession on national television. Or a 
washed with the phlegm of a thousand is that Clinton may have coerced the poor  courtbattle. This is the MTV president, 
instant moral experts. girl into keeping mum. Aside from the afterall. How could he be expected not 

I’m not going to lie to you. Ihave obvious observation that such coercion tosodomize every member of his staff? 
slept with the president on a number of must have been pretty half-hearted forher Perhaps Clinton will be packed up and 
occasions. And you probably have too, to spill the beans right into the nearest FBI sent off to some distant parts to think 

according to Newsweek. Was it good? tape recorder. Note also that the folks about what he’s done. Call it the Mary 
I don’t remember, either. proclaiming solemnly the constitutional Albert syndrome. Maybe it’s nota bad 

Welcome to the information age, in - issues at stake are also the dudes with their idea. Maybe we should assign all of our 

which the collective might of a million fingers crossed to the point of chafing that ~~ white males to some rubberroom some- 
lusty. glistening strands of fiber optic Tommy and Pamela Lee might grace us where before having to face the hard- 
and the power of suggestion has once with an oval office episode of their sexual ~~ and-fast facts that men have appetites, 

  

  
Il| againdisplaced due process as the arbi-  hijinx. and that wealthy or influential men 
| ter of truth. Events at the end of the 20th We enjoy hearing all the sordid details sometimes develop unhealthy — even 

century have reached such a pace that almost as much as the “prez” allegedly perverse — appetites. If Monica 
they can accelerate beyond perception enjoyed having interns play with his wee-  Lewinski had claimed that her encoun- 
and even significance. So, yes, accord- wee. It’s been 20 years since the last real ters with Clinton had been anything 

ing to Newsweek, which reported at bloody war, and we are living ina cult of less than consensual, perhaps it would 
mid-week that, according to FBI boredom. Dispatched with enough mock be some of our business. 
records, Clinton has managed to sleep solemnity by the primped and As it is, it is probably more analo- 
with slightly more people than he con-  pompadoured “anchors” on whom we  goustothe tedious businessof the small 
vinced to vote for him in the first place, have come to rely to tell us what isimpor- wishing the big small again. The junior 
but no, I don’t really remember. tant, real, valid, etc., anything canbecome candidates for the next big self-impor- 

Ask yourself, “How much ofhistory the hot topic —even things that most folks = tant fascist can sieze upon this as their 
happens for this reason and that reason, would never dream of. Every sweet, old opportunity to snag a party nomination 
but for no other reason, fundamentally, lady within spitting distance of a news- before they finish their intermediate 
than the desire tomake thingshappen?” stand has probably thought about oral sex language requirements. Some bone- 
Graham Swift's words are.a safety line: atleast once in the last week. Is that neces- head hoya even wanted to march on the 
forthe coming stormof “events,” which sarily a healthy thing? White House as early as Wednesday. § J 
once again threaten to make all of us Allthe SFSersI’ve bumpedintooverthe The rest of us, however, should try and oon O Pe 27 aX re u n C 
feel like life is interesting, dynamic, course of the last few days have astutely - cultivate alittle more self-respect. The 
fluid and, therefore, worth living. How noted that the rest of the world must surely ~~ Democrats scarcely flinched when their 
much, ask yourself, of the coming tele- be laughing at us now, to have such an boy started hacking welfare to bits, but By EMMETT STINSON 
vised drivel will be the result of the allegedly active weiner wriggling around as soon as he takes his disfigured HonSnly Were 
slumbering giant of journalistic ambi- in the very jock-strap of national power.  schwang (SFS ’68) out of his panties, 
tion and egotism? How much of what Half right. What the rest of the world is he gets dropped like a sack of sopping 

  
: : ; ; Bi . COURTESY OF ATLANTIC RECORDS 

Moondog mixes elements of jazz and classics, producing a distinctive style on ‘Sax Pax for a Sax. 
  

ses of jazz and classical music. Classical retaining a level of refinement. There is a 
music concerns itself foremost with a brute energy that manifests itself in his 
melody or progression; this melody is of- minimalist arrangement. Many slow and 

On his new album, “Sax Pax tenreprisedatdifferentspeeds and formats delicate pieces, such as “D for Danny,” 

for a Sax,” Moondog attempts to to derive variation. Jazz, however, takesa further demonstrate that while the saxo-    

  

is happening is the result of a massive hi i ing implicati No : ; ; we : : 
ppening oy actually laughing abou is the fact that the feces. The most stunning implications, \&.” createandexplore anew formby muchmorerhythmicapproachtosongeraft. phone can wail, it can also cry in delicate 

media machine that is totally useless American public is making such a stink however, are perhaps for all of your A i : , : : y os 
: oc 0 3 ; : ; Sh : ; arranging jazz instruments and composi- Jazz songs are more concerned with and moving fashions. In general, the pieces 

without these sorts of “events”? over the whole thing. Couldn’t we just friends looking to weasel their way into {ons ina classical stv findi aToOve. hyth hich that tend t d either brut Evervone is quick iohamnenc the. have bo heat? es : > > / tions in a classical style. inding a “groove,” a rhythm whic at tend toward either brute power or 
ry! q 2 ave been mature about it? Publicity isa internships. A revolution , perhaps, of : : : gb 

| Hl Air Force for wasting so much money necessary sacrifice of privacy: it d ih do ik 2 ? Moondog, ak.a. Louis Harden, has moves the body more than a melody that delicacy fare the best. 

: on the B-2 bomber when it could be give _ for ho on a on Gri So men spent years creating avant garde musicand ~~ pierces the ear. However, Harden’s form also has its 

3 g = Diss Inox. males, Who socelved a perp xing jo- thus drawing often inaccurate compari- Thus the songs are rhythmically oriented obvious limitations as well. A large num- 

I diverted towards the school system, or start acting like a group of gossipy bitties. jection letter from one of the “consulta- 
a pot farm or something. But few, if Aren't Americans supposed to be the tion firms” which he had applied to: sons to composers like Phillip Glass. This ~~ ina way aclassical piece would not normally ber of the mid-tempo pieces tend to sound 

time around, Harden attempts to innovate be. Nevertheless, Moondog’s pieces are also extremely similar because of the limited 
| cc ” 3 

ps A bond Tie boas constifusnoy, the old, Dear XXXXX, : : by taking different groupings of saxophone extremely melodic in a way that improvisa- textures involved and the tendency of the 

AAA ih idk 0 eu i) d AROS Ww SR full well . Thanks for Your infevess m and arranging them in a classical form tional jazz never would be either: bass drum to keep very simple eighth-note 

: y that jesiors are simply men, SIF jon; applying io work for our agency. We called a chaconne. A chaconne is a French The last oddity of this work deals  beatpatterns. Harden compensates for this 
lives are geared towards ascertaining fact, in the case of many politicians, in- are sorry to report that your, excellent 
where our leaders of state like to stick clined towards — making mistakes. Yet, credentials were accompanied by sev- 
their private parts. At least the B-2  whenconfronted withsomethingthatmight eral thousand from other, equally quali- 

classical style of variationsin whichabasic ~~ with the textures of the pieces: The sameness by never overstaying his wel- 

themeisestablishedand new melodicparts lineup consists solely of four to nine come and letting very few of his 20 com- 

are added while the original progression saxophones ranging from tenors to positions breach the three -- or even two- 
lock sdes) flying over Qualcomm Sta- constitute something of asound bite, we all fied candidates. Unfortunately, continues. bases and one bass drum. Thus, the minute mark. The only true failures are the 

a Hh is had CorUAS Satals play the blushing bride. “How could he?”  XXXXX, much as you are nominally fl (fin times chaconnes are turned into textures again are odd for a classical handful of vocal numbers, which feature 
© president's bad fortune equals | isthequestionspilting forth fom helipsof. | qualifiedtowork forus, youdon tiie cannons, in which parts are played in a piece, but do not have the rhythmic boring melodies and the world’s most 

good fue iy love F fo bey ond every closet thief, psycopathandadulterer cut the mustard in a number of other round in order to achieve variation. THe ‘punch of a typical jazz song. pathetic choir. 
the hacks in the media. Note, for in- around — silently burned that a man with important considerations. Forinstance, result of this idea leads to pieces that sound Based on these descriptions it would As a whole, Moondog’s “Sax Pax for a 
stance, all those typically sour, dispos- whom we entrusted our very livelihood according to our information, you con- 
sessed types who have been positively  couldbe soboldas toactually enjoy alittle sideryourselfhighly “ethical” and “*hon- 
glowing for the last few days. The oral copulation. He without sin canbe the est.” Both of these are serious handi- 

jazzy, but have a distinctly “classical” feel. seem as though Harden has basically cre- Sax” succeeds in exploring a new form of 

Thus, Moondog’s works are completely ated a form that is the worst of all possible music that is unusually conceived, excel- 

harmonic in a traditional sense while still ~~ worlds, but his album certainly demon-  lently executed and highly listenable while 
philosophy runs something like this: first to cast the balled-up Kleenex. caps in pursuing that golden opportu- : : : i . ; : : 

: . : ’ : i ; : a being completely disconcerting and un- strates that his new style has many possi- always unpredictable. While not the most 
Hoy, somiing. Snyiing pen, J If Clinton is allowed to remain in office nity. Also, you're as ugly as a pair of SSUal ih anotier Sense. bilities. The first track, “Dog Trot,” is a versatile or dynamic of forms, “Sax Pax 

andthapmeaning thatlhave beentiyy. | in spite ailisohviously flagrant affection’ haots and your month Is too small for Much of the oddity of Moondog’snew- wonderful example of how his composi-+ for a Sax” ultimately offers great mood 
in vain to deduce from my poorly en- for oral sex, perhaps it’s evidence that the lusty desires of your prospective : : ] ; : : slease Sf] iffere 0 an be forceful, dirgy jazz, while still ic wi ist. 
dowed, pimply existence might just sweaty, white southern males might fi- boss. Thank you for your application. estrelease stems from the differentempha- tions can be forcefu irgy jazz, while sti music with a large twist       
          

THE HILL 

Here’s a couple of 
things to do for the 
next week in town. 

Don’t say we didn’t let 
you know!   

CoURTESYOF THE KENNEDY CENTER 

(Left to right) Kimberly Jajuan, La Tanya Hall and Tonya Dixon exhibit some of the more orhate costumes from ‘Dreamgirls,’ playing this weekend at The Kennedy Center. 

Saturday Sunday Wednesday 

January 31 February 1 
NTT AR, 

  

February 4 
Emmet Swimming will be playing at the 9:30 Club 

tonight in support of their new album. Before they hit 

the stage, opening act Poole will attempt to attract 

   
sothe new fans. Get out all the black clothing you own, goth kids, and If there is an end in sight to the Bob Marley craze, it’s not Geoff Farina and Jody Buonanno, the fae who call 

The 9:30 Club is located at 815 V St. For more informa- head down to the Ballroom to see goth-legends The Sisters tonight. The 9:30 Club will honor the reggae legend in a themselves Secret Stars’ will be coming to the Black 
tion call (202) 393-0930. __Charlie Prince °F Mercy. Having resolved conflicts with its label, East video documentary put together from the personal footage Cat to play some new tracks in the quiet and touching 

West Records, the band returns to the D.C. area with some collection of Roger Steffen. Steffen will preside over the way that only they know how to play. Opening for the 

new songs off their new album. Doors will open at 7 p.m. two hour presentation, titled The Life of Bob Marley: A group will be Lion’s Den and Sea Tiger. Doors will 

Heavy Water Factory will open. ; Video Tribute. Tickets will cost $10 and doors will open at 8:30 p.m. and tickets will cost $8. 

The Ballroom is located at 1015 Half St. SE. For more Open at 7 p.m. 

information, call (202) 554-1500. —Charlie Prince The 9:30 Club is located at 815 V St. For more information call 

(202) 393-0930. : —Charlie Prince 

is 
4 

The Black Cat is located 1831 14th St. NW. For more 

information, call (202) 667-7960. —Charlie Prince 

: Looking for a cheap way to pass your Saturday evening? 
You’re in luck, DC 101 will pick up the bill this evening at 

the 9:30 Club for those interested in seeing Big Wreck. 
The show is advertised as a “new music mart” and in 

addition to Big Wreck will feature Athenaeum and Earth 
To Andy. Doors will open at 7 p.m. and tickets will only 
cost $1.01. 

The 9:30 Club is located at 815 V St. NW. For more 

information call (202) 393-0930. —Charlie Prince Remember years ago when Judas Priest was one of themost ~~ Ska fans will want to head down to the Ballroom this 

For a taste of the even more obscure, ex-Cynics members ~~ popular groups on the air? Probably not. Chances are they were evening to catch a glimpse of the popular Skatalites. 

will be playing at the Black Cat tonight with their new band before your time. Well, as it turns out, the band members are still The band, which boasts a full 10 members in its live 

Honeyburst. Similarly, ex-members of Fangs of Destiny alive. What's more, they’ll be playing this evening at the 9:30 show, is a trend-setter in the ska world. Opening up for 

will be playing with their new group Deep Lust as the Club without any medical aids of any kind. So, for those the group will be The Smooths and Skalicious. Doors 

opening act. The first band to play will be Check Please. curious as to what kind of music your grandparents listened to, open at 7 p.m. 

  

   
Thursday 

February 5     
Br Tickets will cost $6. betes youribig chance. The Ballroom is located at 1015 Half St. SE. For 

CourresyorAmannicRecorss The Black Cat is located at 1831 14th St. NW. For more The 9:30 Club is located at 815 V St. For more information call more information, call (202) 554-1500. 
Big Wreck plays at the 9:30 Club this Saturday. information call (202) 667-7960. —Charlie Prince (202) 393-0930. . —Charlie Prince —Charlie Prince 
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